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INTRODUCTION
Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) is a chronic cholestatic
liver disease, characterized by intra- and extrahepatic bile
duct inflammation and consecutive fibrosis[1]. PSC is generally a rare disease typically affecting middle aged men with
ulcerative colitis. It presents with an increased risk of disease in relatives[2], showing a genetic susceptibility, combined
with an autoimmune effect and toxicity of bile acids. Despite its low incidence, it is one of the main reasons for liver
transplantation in northern European countries. The risk
of developing cholangiocellular carcinoma (CCC) is high
and associated with a dismal outcome. Optimizing treatment is difficult, and conflicting data on pharmacotherapy
prevail in the literature. Endoscopic therapy of dominant
stenoses, and liver transplantation in advanced disease, are
effective treatment options. Small-duct PSC rarely progresses to large-duct PSC and has a more benign course, with
slower progression and lower rates of cholangiocarcinoma[3,4]. In this editorial, therapeutic management of PSC
to date is presented.

Abstract
Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) is a rare cholestatic
liver disease with major morbidity and mortality. Therapeutic management is difficult, due to lack of conclusive
data and individual disease progression. High-dose UDCA
was used for years as a pharmacotherapeutic agent to
prevent disease progression, based on a positive trend in
pilot studies, but has recently been proven to have a negative effect in advanced disease. Immunosuppressants
might be useful in patients with overlap syndromes. Dominant bile duct stenoses should be treated endoscopically, and cholangiocellular carcinoma (CCC) still remains
a therapeutic challenge in PSC patients. Early diagnosis
of CCC must be improved and new strategies such as
neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy with subsequent liver
transplantation in selected patients are further options
to be considered.

PHARMACOLOGICAL THERAPY

Key words: Primary sclerosing cholangitis; Ursodeoxycholic acid; NorUDCA; Cholangiocellular carcinoma; Cho
lestatic liver disease; Endoscopy; Dominant stenoses

Although many drugs have been tested, effective medical
treatment of PSC remains a problem. Promising results
from pilot studies have raised hopes of slowing down or
even reversing disease progression, but these results could
not be proven in larger prospective randomized studies. In
the following, the most important pharmacotherapeutic
therapies evaluated in PSC are discussed.

Peer reviewer: Pietro Invernizzi, MD, PhD, Division of In
ternal Medicine and Hepatobiliary Immunopathology Unit,
IRCCS Istituto Clinico Humanitas, via A. Manzoni 113, Roz
zano 20089, Milan, Italy

UDCA
Since the 1990s, Ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA), a hydro
philic bile acid, has been used for patients with PSC,
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Immunosuppressive and immunomodulating
substances
Multiple immunosuppressants, such as methotrexate, steroids, cyclosporin A, azathioprine or tacrolimus, have been
evaluated, with rather disappointing results. When addressing steroid therapy, it is important to consider possible
IgG4-associated cholangitis or an overlap with features of
autoimmune hepatitis, especially in younger patients. Current AASLD guidelines favor the use of steroids and other
immunosuppressants in these cases. Anti-inflammatory
substances like infliximab - or etanercept have been tested,
but have failed to show any beneficial effect[15]. Penicillamine, with copper-chelating and immunomodulatory functions, had no positive effects in one prospective study[16],
neither did cholestyramine, which failed to change prognosis through reduction of the enterohepatic circulation of
bile acids.

initially in a dosage of 10-15 mg/kg bodyweight per day.
Multiple possible effects of UDCA have been discussed
since then: increased bile flow, direct and indirect cytopre
tective mechanisms and immunomodulation. In 2005, Olsson et al. published a prospective randomized trial, which
showed a trend towards increased survival for patients
treated with high-dose UDCA, though statistical significance was not reached due to lack of power[5]. Although
UDCA used to be the standard therapy relating to this
and two further promising pilot studies, it has recently
come back into the limelight[6]: having been proven to be
effective in other cholestatic liver diseases, UDCA does not
seem to improve the outcome of patients with advanced
PSC. On the contrary, high dosages could be toxic. It is
clear that further studies are needed to assess the risk of
UDCA in patients with advanced PSC, and to reevaluate
the use of UDCA in the prevention of disease progression.
Based on the available data to date, routine use of highdose ursodeoxycholic acid in patients with advanced PSC
can no longer be recommended[7,8].

Antifibrotic agents
Various antifibrotic substances have been evaluated in the
past for all sorts of chronic liver disease, in which treatment
of the underlying disease is difficult or impossible. The
results so far have been disappointing. Interferon gamma,
as one of the most promising substances, failed to reverse
fibrosis in patients with advanced liver disease caused by
chronic hepatitis C[17]. Furthermore, pathomechanisms of
progressive fibrosis in cholestatic liver diseases are not well
understood, and cannot easily be adopted from other chronic liver diseases. Blocking activation of Kupffer cells and
consecutive cytokine release with pentoxifylline could not
improve liver tests or symptoms in PSC patients[18]. Colchicine, though promising in various studies of chronic liver
diseases with improvement of biochemical parameters, has
not been shown to have positive effects on fibrosis progression in PSC patients.
On the other hand, as already mentioned earlier, NorUDCA might have a significant anti-fibrotic potency itself
(see above). Bezafibrate is not only known to reduce alkaline phosphatase levels[19], but can also prevent fibrogenesis through prevention of stellate cell activation in a murine model[20]. As silymarin is able to reduce fibrosis in bile
duct ligated rats[21], a first clinical trial raised hope for a positive effect in humans[22]. In summary though, a significant clinical effect still has to be proven for all of these
substances in prospective trials.

NorUDCA
With UDCA having lost its pivotal role in PSC medication,
24-norursodeoxycholic acid (NorUDCA) has recently been
further evaluated as a future therapy, since it is possible
that it does not have the same toxic effect recently dis
covered for UDCA. As this hydrophobic C23-homolog
of UDCA is poorly conjugated, different physiological
and therapeutical mechanisms (presumably cholehepatic
shunting) in comparison to UDCA have been proposed[9].
So far, promising results could be shown primarily in
MDR2 (-/-) mice, which are an established model for
sclerosing cholangitis[10,11]: NorUDCA treatment in mice
reduced periductal fibrosis, hydroxyproline content, proliferating hepato- and cholangiocytes, infiltrating immune
cells and improved biochemical markers of cholestatic
hepatopathy.
In addition, in a NEMO/NF-κB knockout mouse
model for NASH, NorUDCA has shown anti-inflam
matory effects through downregulation of TNF, IL-12,
IFN-γ and CCL5 expression as well as anticholestatic and
strikingly antifibrotic potency through normalization of
expression of key bile transporters and genes involved
in hepatic fibrosis (e.g. FXR)[12]. Despite all these results,
reliable data for NorUDCA-treatment in PSC patients
is still missing. Positive effects of NorUDCA have to be
proven in prospective studies with a large number of
patients and an adequate period of observation, long
enough to reach primary endpoints, and to finally provide
statistical significance.

ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT IN
OBSTRUCTIVE DISEASE
During the natural course of the disease, worsening of
symptoms such as pruritus, abdominal pain, fever with
chills, and jaundice due to insufficient biliary drainage
can be observed. Cholestasis with consecutive cholangitis
is often caused by dominant bile duct stenoses, which
develop in up to 50% of PSC patients (see also Figure 1).
Endoscopic treatment of these stenoses is recommended,
especially because of bad outcomes in patients with these
stenoses[13,23]. Repeated endoscopic balloon dilatation has

Antibiotics
The role of antibiotics today is limited to the treatment
of cholangitis in the case of significant stenosis with
cholestasis[13]. Trying to prevent recurrent cholangitis by
continuous antibiotic therapy, a small prospective study
could show lower levels of alkaline phosphatase, however,
liver histology was not significantly improved[14]. Evidence
favoring a continuous antibiotic therapy is not available.
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Figure 2 Therapeutic algorithm in PSC and CCC[34]. Patients with resectable
carcinoma should preferably undergo surgical therapy as a potentially curative
approach. In advanced stages, endoscopic treatment is the first step in the
management of the disease in order to reconstitute biliary drainage. Patients
without metastases can undergo local treatment such as photodynamic therapy
or radiochemotherapy. Cholangiocarcinoma is considered a contraindication for
transplantation, but may offer a possibility for selected patients after extensive
preoperative treatment within controlled studies. Systemic chemotherapy remains
the only treatment option in metastatic patients.

Figure 1 Primary sclerosing cholangitis and a benign, high-grade stenosis
in a 22-year-old man. Cholangiography shows partially bilateral intrahepatic
ductal dilatations and irregularity consistent with primary sclerosing cholangitis,
and a short, high-grade stenotic segment in the proximal portion of the bile duct.

been shown to be a useful technique to preserve common
bile duct function[24] and has been established as a standard
therapy over the past years.

the optimal time for transplantation remains a major problem. Listing for transplantation is based on the MELDScore and the appearance of refractory bacterial cholangitis. In addition to that, sufficient screening for malignancy
(cholangiocellular carcinoma and colonic cancer) must
have taken place. In the case of non-resectable CCC,
newer therapeutic options, with neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy and liver transplantation can be considered,
though only a small number of patients qualify for this
regimen (see also Figure 2). These patients, following a
special protocol with explorative laparotomy and lymphadenectomy to exclude lymphatic metastasis, have a one
year survival of 91 % and a five year survival of 76%[33].

FOLLOW-UP
A regular follow-up using ultrasound and measurement of
blood parameters is recommended at least annually, due
to the risk of cholangiocellular carcinoma and because of
the higher risk of malignant gall polyps in patients with
PSC[25]. Cholecystectomy should be performed even when
polyps do not reach 1 cm in diameter.

CCC
Cholangiocellular carcinoma is the most lethal complica
tion in patients with PSC, and has a frequency of up to
20% in end-stage PSC. Diagnosis of CCC can be difficult,
due to negative or inconclusive sampling. This is especially
problematic in PSC, because of a five times higher risk
of developing a desmoplastic reaction in PSC-associated
CCC, compared to idiopathic CCC. Polysomy shown in a
FISH(fluorescent in situ hybridization)-Test could be a
diagnostic sign of CCC in suspected malignancy, but can´t
be used as a screening parameter in more highly progressed PSC[26]. Furthermore, lack of highly sensitive imaging
methods or blood parameters make reliable early CCC diagnosis extremely difficult. Intraductal ultrasound is a promising method to distinguish benign from malignant stenoses[27]. Due to frequent multifocal tumor growth in PSC,
local R0 resection is usually not possible. Photodynamic
therapy, with or without surgery, is capable of improving
outcome[28], as well as a multimodal approach including
chemoembolization[29] or a combination of local and systemic chemotherapy[30]. In selected patients, transplantation might be a therapeutic option (see below).

CONCLUSION
Preventing disease progression remains the major problem
in PSC patients. Based on new studies, the therapeutic use
of UDCA might not be beneficial for all patients. Especially in advanced stages of the disease, UDCA therapy at
high doses could possibly bring with it substantial risk the positive effect at lower doses has not been proven,
and still needs to be validated. NorUDCA, with fewer
toxic effects could be a possible option for the future, but
further prospective studies still have to prove a positive
effect in humans. The existence of overlap syndromes
should be evaluated in each patient to discover possible
immunosuppressive therapeutic options. In case of advanced disease, liver transplantation is the best therapeutic
option, and is known to have an excellent outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
The term “metabolic liver disease” classically implies rare
disorders of metabolism causing liver diseases; such as
hereditary hemachromatosis, Wilson’s disease or alpha-1
anti-trypsin deficiency. However, knowledge of lipid and
glucose metabolism has increased considerably since obesity and its associated complications have been recognized
as a world-wide epidemic. This necessitates a redefinitionof the concept of metabolic liver disease, which now
covers common liver diseases accompanying metabolic
syndrome[1,2]. The main component of metabolic syndrome is obesity (particularly visceral); others are glucose
intolerance (impaired glucose tolerance test, impaired fasting glucose, and type 2 diabetes mellitus), hypertension,
dyslipidaemia (hipertriglyceridemia, low HDL, increased
LDL), and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Since
each of these components is characterized by insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome is also referred to as “insulin
resistance syndrome”[3].
Fatty liver disease occurs if fat content exceeds 5% of
the total weight of liver. It can develop either secondary
to various factors (HCV, Wilson disease, drugs, alcohol,
hipotiroidism, etc) or as a primary metabolic disorder,
similar to diabetes and hypertension. Non-alcoholic fatty
liver disease (NAFLD) associates the primary fatty liver
diseases with a wide spectrum of histopathologic changes,
ranging from simple steatosis to steatohepatitis. Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) represents the most

Abstract
With the arrival of the new millennium, gastroenterologists have been faced with the problem of metabolic
liver diseases associated with obesity. The active role of
the liver in metabolism and inflammation make it a key
organ in the war against the rapidly-spreading worldwide epidemic of obesity. Many lives and much money
could be saved if the work of hepatologists led to the
development of effective diagnostic and therapeutic
strategies against this growing leader of cirrhosis.
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Figure 2 Global data of overweight population. BMI: Body mass index.

severe part of the NAFLD spectrum, in which hepatic
steatosis is associated with hepatic inflammation. Since
NAFLD is strongly associated with obesity and insulin
resistance, it is classically identified as the hepatic component of metabolic syndrome. Recently Brunt EM et al, have
strongly argued for a change in the nomenclature to “metabolic fatty liver disease” or “metabolic steatohepatitis”,
in order to drop the negative definition of ‘‘non-alcoholic”
and to recognize the likely causal role of insulin resistance
in NAFLD[1].

Health Indicators and Focus Areas for Healthy People
2010”, is to decrease the incidence of diabetes to 25 cases
per 1000 in 2020[5]. Estimates for the UK show that the
rate of obesity in adults will rise from 23% in 2007 to 50%
in 2050[7]. Although the epidemiological data is lacking for
most parts of the world (Figure 2), available data warn
that obesity is a global epidemic “disease” threatening the
future health of the world[8].
The cost of obesity increases as more people in a population become obese. The total direct costs attributable
to overweight and obesity have been calculated to reach
$6.0 billion in Canada, a 15% increase from 2004 to
2006. The attributed ratios for overweight and obesity
are approximately 35% and 65% of this $6.0 billion. The
cost of obesity in 2006 corresponded to 4.1% of the total
health expenditure in Canada[9].
The commonest chronic liver disease in the Western
world and also in the Asia-Pacific Region in the new
millennium is going to be NAFLD[10,11]. The sizes of
world populations infected with HBV and HCV are
respectively 350 and 180 million, whereas the current
number of obese adults in the world is approximately 312
million. Furthermore, at least 2.5 billion people, which is
one third of the estimated world population, are predicted
to be obese in 2020[12]. The frequencies of NAFLD and
NASH can be as high as 80% and 30% among the obese,
so the expected number of patients with NAFLD and
NASH in the world will be 2 billion and 800 million,
respectively. Advanced fibrosis develops in 10%-30%
of NAFLD patients, so 200-600 million people will face
the risks of cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma, both
of which are well established complications of NAFLD.

ECONOMICAL BURDEN OF OBESITY AND
FATTY LIVER DISEASE
Obesity seems to be the major factor that moves the
world away from the target of increased general health
in the world population by 2020. Since weight-gain has
historically been associated with wealth and prosperity in
many cultures, in the past, obesity has been neglected as a
public health problem. Moreover, during the last century,
global eating habits have shifted from fiber-rich foods
to an obesity prone Western diet[4]. Figure 1 presents a
critical example of the steady and significant increase rates
of obesity in the United States since 1970s[4]. Obesity has
affected about one third of US adults aged 20 older in
2010. Similarly, the age-adjusted prevalence of clinically
diagnosed diabetes has increased to 59 cases per 1000
population in 2008, from the 40 cases per 1000 in 1997.
Because of these accelerating rates, one of the aims of
the high-priority areas for motivating societal action in
connection with health in the US, entitled “10 Leading
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and mononuclear cells infiltrating adipose tissue. Adipocy
tokines travel to distant sites such as, muscular, liver, and
arterial tissue; and affect metabolism and vascular functions
negatively. These distant effects of adipokines are another
form of lipotoxicity, called adiposopathy[3]. Visceral adipose tissue is particularly prone to inflammation; and it can
contribute to hepatic fibro-inflammation by releasing
inflammatory adipokines direct into the portal vein. Additionally, a systemic state of chronic inflammation is created
by macrophages of visceral adipose tissue in obese and
type 2 diabetic patients.
TLR4 on adipocytes and macrophages initiates insulin
resistance and inflammatory response by functioning as a
sensor for elevated NEFA concentrations. The detrimental
complications of obesity-associated insulin resistance develop when the balance between adipokines of pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages (TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-1 β) and
those of the anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages (IL-10,
adiponectin and the IL-1 receptor antagonist), shift towards M1 macrophages. Pro-inflammatory adipokines exert
insulin-resistance, in contrast to the insulin-sensitizing effect of anti-inflammatory ones. Similar to adipose tissue,
activation of Kupffer cells promotes a pro-inflammatory
Th1 immune response in a liver affected by NAFLD[18,20,21].
The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) and liver Ⅹ receptors (LXRs) are subgroups of the
nuclear receptor superfamilies that regulate pro-inflammatory cytokine production by macrophages. Differentiation into M1 phenotype macrophages is inhibited by
PPARγ signaling. The activation of PPARγ or PPARδ via
IL-4, promotes polarization of macrophages toward M2
phenotype and thus avoids metabolic inflammation associated with insulin resistance. Another potential basis for
the initiation of inflammation in obesity is endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) stress. ER stress induces inflammatory signaling and in so doing, directly contributes to insulin resistance at insulin target cells. Therefore, dysregulation of macrophage-mediated inflammation by PPARs, LXRs and ER
stress underlies the development of insulin resistance and
inflammation in obesity[5,18,19].

These numbers clearly identify metabolic liver disease as
the leading cause of cirrhosis and its complications in
the new millennium. Although the definition of NAFLD
requires the exclusion of other etiologies of chronic liver
disease, the high prevalence of clinical and histopathologic
features of NAFLD causes problems in the diagnosis
and management of liver disease. The metabolic effects
underlying NAFLD are shown to exacerbate ongoing
liver damage, particular in chronic hepatitis C, alcoholic
liver disease and hemochromatosis[13,14,15]. From all these,
it can be concluded that the hepatologists of 2020 will
mainly be struggling with metabolic liver diseases and
their complications.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF NAFLD
NAFLD results from a series of liver insults, commonly referred to as the “multi-hit” hypothesis. Bearing in mind
that this is a hypothesis that needs to be proven and is
thus prone to changes, the main components this hypothesis are insulin resistance, lipotoxicity and adiposopathy.
The underlying metabolic, genetic and/or environmental
factors determine the degree of steatosis, inflammation
and fibrosis in the liver, and, consequently, the severity of
NAFLD in an individual. The NAFD is the underwater
portion of the iceberg of obesity, due to high regeneration
capacity of liver.
Obesity results from the metabolic need to deposit
unused calories coming into the body. Excessive food
intake and lack of physical exercise cause overload of the
body with fat, which is accompanied by a specific etiopathologic condition, insulin resistance. The adipose
tissue in the body is redistributed from the subcutaneous
area to the intra-abdominal/omental side. An ectopic fat
accumulation occurs in muscle, liver, and heart, as well
as “fat infiltration” in other tissues. The end results are
cellular dysfunction, apoptosis and consequent pathologic
stress on organs, such as heart failure, β-cell dysfunction
in the pancreas, peripheral insulin resistance in both the
liver and muscle tissue[16,17,18].
“Lipotoxicity” is the term that describes the deleterious
effect of tissue fat accumulation on glucose metabolism.
The insulin resistance accompanying obesity results in
increased lipolysis in adipocytes, leading to an increase
in plasma non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA). The high
levels of plasma NEFA shift the substrate preference of
mitochondrial oxidation from glucose to NEFA, and this
diminishes the insulin secretor response of islet β-cells to
glucose, leading to relative insulin insufficiency. On the
other hand, the enhanced influx of NEFA into muscle and
liver decreases fat oxidation at these sites. The increased
intracellular fat causes peripheral insulin resistance through
over-expression of lipoprotein lipase in the liver and muscle tissue. The over-expressed lipoprotein lipase increases
hepatic fat content, induces severe hepatic insulin resistance and impairs hepatic insulin signaling. As a result,
steatosis of the liver is established by means of this vicious
cycle between lipotoxicity and insulin resistance[3,19] .
Adipokines are the cyokines secreted by adipocytes
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TREATMENT STRATEGIES FOR NAFLD
NAFLD is a neglected component of metabolic syndrome
due to the high regenerative capacity of the liver. However,
the liver is the pathogenetic as well as the targeted organ of
obesity-induced insulin resistance and lipotoxicity, which
form two components of the vicious cycle ending in metabolic syndrome. Furthermore, NAFLD has been shown to
precede other components of metabolic syndrome, such as
diabetes, or atherosclerotic heart disease, by years[22]. Significant, but clinically silent liver disease can be detected during initial diagnosis of diabetes and is called “diabetic hepatopathy”[23,24]. All these facts indicate that diagnosis and successful treatment of NAFLD can have an impact not only
on the liver but on the whole body.
The obesity epidemic poses enormous medical challenges for the near future. The patients have to be protected from deleterious psychological and social problems, as
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well as its systemic complications, which include atherosclerosis, diabetes and metabolic liver diseases. Treatment should mainly be based on prevention of obesity, since significant and sustained weight loss is very hard to
achieve in real-life. As one of the systemic complications
of obesity, treatment of NAFLD should be primarily directed at improving insulin resistance, and complemented
by the treatment of other accompanying components of
metabolic syndrome, such as diabetes, dyslipidemia or
hypertension.
When the obesity has been brought under control, treatment options are dietary changes with exercise, medication, endoscopic or surgical bariatric approaches. The goal
of the treatment is the loss of 8%-10% of body weight, by
reducing total body fat content, which can bring about significant improvements in insulin sensitivity, adiponectin
level, and liver histopathology, including steatosis, ballooning, inflammation and NAFLD score (NAS). Current medication such as ortistat or sibutramine, are most appropriate in patients who are highly motivated and have mild obesity. Because of the difficulties in achieving a “sustained”
weight loss only by medical treatment, the weight loss by
bariatric surgery, together with dietary changes and exercise is preferred to medication-assisted weight loss in patients with moderate to severe obesity [11].
The role of insulin-sensitizing drugs is another hot
topic in the prevention and/or treatment of metabolic
complications associated with obesity. The major insulin sensitizers are metformin and thiazolidinediones
(TZDs). While metformin treatment may or may not be
improving histopathology in NAFLD, it has utility due
to its ability to improve insulin resistance and the cardiometabolic risk factors often accompanying NAFLD[15].
TZDs are PPARγ agonists, such as rosiglitazone and
pioglitazone. TZDs have unique effects, such as decreasing plasma NEFA by inhibition of lipolysis, reduction
of muscle long-chain fatty acyl CoA levels, and redistribution of fat within the body from the visceral to the
subcutaneous side. Even though they cause significant
weight gain, TZDs can ameliorate lipotoxicity and adiposopathy overall[3]. As a treatment option in NAFLD,
TZDs improve steatosis, transaminase levels, adiponectin, and insulin sensitivity, but have no significant effect
on fibrosis or NAS. A recent study has shown that pioglitazone has more limited benefit than vitamin E for the
treatment of NASH in adults without diabetes. Longterm treatment with TZDs may be necessary in NAFLD
patients, but concerns about cardiotoxicity, congestive
heart failure, edema, osteoporosis, weight gain and also
hepatotoxicity exist[11].
There is also a long list of agents with some shown
efficacy in treatment of NAFLD, such as ursodeoxycholic
acid (UDCA), omega-3 fatty acids, pentoxifylline, betaine,
S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC),
probiotics, and angiotensin-receptor blockers. Fibrates activate PPAR-α, leading to increased HDL and decreased triglycerides, LDL, and VLDL. Similarly, statins also improve
liver enzymes, but not insulin resistance or histopathology.
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CONCLUSION
NAFLD has become the most common cause of liver disease in the world of the new millennium. It affects approximately 20%-30% of adults and as high a percentage as
70%-90% of patients with obesity or diabetes. The liver is
not only a central organ of metabolism, but also has active
role in immunity and inflammation. The liver should therefore be the pathogenic as well as targeted organ of insulin
resistance and inflammation associated with obesity. One
of the corner stones of the current approach to obesity
should be to recognize and to treat NAFLD as an early
indicator complication of metabolic syndrome. Today,
there is no single treatment modality or pharmacological
agent that has established efficacy in the treatment of
NAFLD. Since policies on awareness of metabolic liver
diseases could potentially save lives and millions of dollars,
metabolic liver diseases have become a hot topic of hepatologists.
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RESULTS: It was found that 65% of children aged 2-4
years, and 20.5% aged 4-13 years, as well as 45%
adults were good responders to HBV vaccination mounting protective level HBsAb. Poor responders were 28%,
59.5% and 34%, and non-responders were 7%, 20%
and 21% respectively, in the three studied groups.
Markers of asymptomatic HBV infections were HBsAg
detected by ELISA in 2.5% vs 11.39% by AxSYM. Other
markers were HBcAb (IgG) in 1.38%, HBeAb in 0.83%,
and HBV-DNA in 7.8%. All had HBV genotype E infection.
CONCLUSION: It is concluded that HBV vaccine is efficient in controlling HBV infection among children and
adults. The vaccine breakthrough infection was by HBV
genotype E. A booster dose of vaccine is recommended,
probably four years after initial vaccination.
© 2011 Baishideng. All rights reserved.
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AIM: To evaluate the impact of mass vaccination again
st the hepatitis B virus (HBV) in Egypt, and to search for
vaccinee asymptomatic breakthrough HBV infection and
its genotype.
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METHODS: Seven hundred serum samples from vaccinated children and adults (aged 2-47 years) were
used for quantitative and qualitative detection of HBsAb by ELISA. Three hundred and sixty serum samples
representing undetectable or low or high HBsAb were
screened for markers of active HBV infection (HBsAg,
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go undetected, and could potentially cause breakthrough
infections in a vaccinated population, posing a potential
threat to the long term success of HBV vaccination pro
grammes[17-19]. Booster doses of Hepatitis B vaccine are
recommended only in certain circumstances, for example,
for hemodialysis patients, and for those with an ongoing
risk of exposure. Annual anti-HBs testing and a booster
dose should be administered when anti-HBs levels de
cline to < 10 mIU/mL. For other immuno-compromised
persons, the need for booster doses has not been deter
mined[20]. It has been appreciated that long-term immunity
derives from immunological memory, which outlasts the
loss of antibody levels.Hence subsequent testing and
administration of booster doses is not required in suc
cessfully vaccinated immunocompetent individuals. With
the passage of time and longer experience, protection
has been shown to last for at least 25 years in those who
showed an adequate initial response to the primary course
of vaccinations[21].
In 1988, genotypes of HBV were proposed by a se
quence divergence in the entire genome exceeding 8%,
based on a comparison of 18 HBV isolates[22]. Four geno
types were recognized and they were given capital letters
of the alphabet from A to D. In 1994, Norder et al[23]
found an additional two HBV genotypes by means of
the same criteria, and named them E and F; genotype G
was reported in 2000[24], and genotype H was reported in
2002[25]. The vaccine “a” component of HBsAg is stable,
due to conserved gene sequences encoding it in all HBV
genotypes. On the other hand, the preS1, preS2 containing
vaccines, which are more immunogenic, have high specific
motifs. Thus there is a need to tailor the vaccine to the
HBV genotype prevalent in the geographic areas of
vaccination.
The objective of the current study was to evaluate the
impact of mass childhood HBV vaccination in Egypt on
asymptomatic HBV breakthrough infection in vaccinated
individuals, and to determine the causative genotype.

INTRODUCTION
The Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is endemic in many develo
ping countries, including Egypt[1-3]. As the majority of
chronic carriers of HBV in the worldbecome soas a re
sult of infections which occur prior to the age of 6, the
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) of the World Health
Organization has recommended that the HB vaccine must
be added as a component of the Expanded Program of
Immunization (EPI) in countries with a moderate to high
prevalence[4]. The recombinant DNA-based vaccine, tar
geting the HBV major surface protein (r-HBsAg)has been
incorporated in the national childhood vaccination pro
gram in Egypt since October 1992. Three doses of 10 μg
r-HBsAg are given at 2, 4 and 6 mo of age[5,6]. The vacci
nation of infants, children and adolescents have produced
high rates of seroconversion (95%) and induced adequate
levels of HBsAb[7]. The accepted level of seroconversion
is 10 or more mIU/L, which provides protection against
HBV infection. While the success of the vaccine cannot
be denied, it was noticed that vaccine efficiency was im
proved by the addition of preS1 and preS2 components.
Universal vaccination of infants with the HBV vaccine has
dramatically reduced infection, as well as the hepatitis-B
surface antigen (HBsAg) carrier rate of chronic HBV, in
addition to a significant decrease in the incidence of child
hood hepatocellular carcinoma[1,8,9]. Protective immunity
has been demonstrated in persons and populations up to
5 to 10 years post-vaccination, with associated decrease of
asymptomatic breakthrough HBV infection[10-12]. In HBV
endemic areas, postnatal or prenatal at the time of deliv
ery mother-to-infant transmission of infection occurs
frequently, especially if the maternal serum is hepatitis-Be
antigen positive, which is the stage at which 90% of ba
bies acquire HBV infection. Despite r-HBsAg vaccination,
some of these infants become persistently infected and
increase the worldwide HBV reservoir[13]. Furthermore,
5%-10% of the vaccinees display an inadequate antibody
response following primary vaccination with triple doses
of either plasma-derived or r-HBsAg vaccine, in addition
to 3%-20% of non-responders, and may not be protected
from subsequent exposure to HBV infection[6,13]. The
introduction of a safe, effective, hepatitis B vaccine has
led to universal infant vaccination, resulting in a reduced
rate of perinatal HBV infection from infected mothers.
Because of appropriate hepatitis B vaccination and pas
sive immunoprophylaxis with hepatitis B immune globu
lin (HBIG) in infants of mothers with HBV infection,
perinatal transmission has been reduced to less than 5%
to 10%[14]. The configuration of the HBsAg used in cur
rent vaccine formulations contains a determinantwhich is
located between amino acids (aa) 121-149 of the HBsAg
immunogenic epitope, that trigger the production of
polyclonal antibodies against the HBV major surface pro
tein (HBsAb). The emergence of HBsAg variants, with
mutations within aa 121-149 with altered antigencity, and
binding to the HBsAb, has been reported in HBV from
vaccinees in several areas of the world[15,16]. Using the
currently available diagnostic assays, these variants may
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was done in 2004, 12 years after the start of
the vaccination programme. Laboratory testing was conducted from October 2004 to January 2007 at the Virology
Laboratory, Microbiology Department, Faculty of Medicine, Al-Azhar University, the Virology Laboratory in the
Military Central Laboratory and the Molecular Epidemiology Department NAMRU#3 Cairo, Egypt.
Subjects of study
Six hundred serum samples from vaccinated children
were collected (after obtaining the legal guardian consent).
The six hundred children had received HBV vaccine
[Engerix-B (Simksline “Sigma” licensed at 1989) from
October 1992 until 1996. They received Euvax vaccine
(Korea)] at 2, 4, and 6 mo of age, according to the vaccine
schedule of the Egyptian Ministry of Health Population
(MOHP). Serum samples from children aged 2- < 4 years
of age were obtained from the Pediatric out-patient clinic
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at Al- Zahraa University Hospital, Cairo Governorate,
Egypt. Serum samples of children aged from 4-13 years
were obtained from the Maternal and Child Health Care
Center in Qusena City, Menofya Governorate, or from AlZahraa University Hospital, Cairo Governorate, Egypt.
A hundred serum samples from vaccinated adults were
collected (after obtaining individual consent) from Benha
Teaching Hospital, the Motor Rehabilitation Institute and
the Hearing and Speaking Institute, Qualyubia Governorate. All serum samples were collected between October
2004 and August 2005. Sera were divided according to the
age of vaccinees into three groups:

using the Qiagen DNA Blood mini kit, according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). Extracted DNA was subjected to HBV-DNA detection and
genotyping using the nested multiplex PCR (nm PCR)
method[27]. Briefly, for the first round PCR, the primer pair
P1 sense (5’ TCACCATATTCTTGGGAACAAGA 3’)
and S 1-2 antisense (5’ CGAACCACTGAACAAATGGC
3’) were used to amplify the conserved regions of the preS1 and S-gene (1063 bases). The reaction mixture contained 5 µL of extracted DNA in 25 µL 1 × PCR buffer containing 1.5MgCl2, 5 pmol of each primer completed 200
µmol/L of each of the four deoxynucleotides, 1U of
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer, Nor
walk, Conn.) and completed to 50 µl with DEPEC treated
sterile water. The samples were incubated at 95ºC for 10
min, followed by 40 ampilification cycles of 94ºC for 20
sec (denaturation), 55ºC for 20 sec (annealing), 72ºC for 1
min (extension), and then followed by further extension at
72ºC for 10 min. After that the product was kept at 4ºC.
The second-round PCR was performed for each specimen
using inner pair primers in two different combinations,
Mix-A: B2:5’ GGCTCMAGTTCMGGAACAGT 3’ (nt
67-86, types A to E specific, sense), BA1R: 5’ CTCGCGGAGATTGACGAGATGT 3’ (nt 113-134, type A
specific, anti sense), BB1R: 5’ CAGGTTGGTGAGTGACTGGAGA 3’ (nt 324-345, type B specific, antisense),
BC1R: 5’ GGTCCTAGGAATCCTGATGTTG 3’ (nt
165-186, type C specific, antisense) for genotypes A, B and
C using universal common primer B2 (sense) and specific primers A4, B5 and C6. Mix B: BD1: 5’ GCCAACAAGGTAGGAGCT 3’ (nt 2979-2996, type D specific,
sense), BE1: 5’ CACCAGAAATCCAGATTGGGACCA
3’ (nt 2955-2978, type E specific, sense), BF1: 5’ GYTACGGTCCAGGGTTACCA 3’ (nt 3032-3051, type F
specific, sense), B2R: 5’ GGAGGCGGATYTGCTGGCAA 3’ (nt 3078-3097, type D specific, antisense), for genotype D, E, and F using universal primer R10 (antisense)
and specific primers D7, E8 and F9. In the second round
PCR 5 µL of the first PCR product was added to each
mix with the same components of the first round PCR.
These were amplified for 40 cycles, with the following
parameters: hot start at 95oC for 10 min, followed by
25 cycles of 94oC for 20 sec (denaturation), 58oC for
20 sec (annealing), 72oC for 30 sec (extension), and an
additional 20 cycles of 94oC for 20 sec, 60oC for 20 se,
72oC for 30 sec, which was then followed by further extension at 72oC for 10 min, then the product was kept at
4oC. The products of this second round PCR were visualized by electrophoreses on 3% agarose gel, and are differentiated by the size of genotype-specific DNA bands,
compared to a 50 base-pair DNA marker (Amersco).
To assess changes in the HBV S gene, the following primers were designed to ampilify the whole S gene, and used
in a semi-nested PCR, HBsP1f (forward): 5’ GGAGYKG
GAGCATTCGGS 3’, HBsP2f (forward) : 5’ GTTACAG
GCGGGGTTTTTCTTG 3’ and HBsP4r (reverse): 5’ TCACACATCATCCATATARCTGAAAGC. The first round
PCR was done using HBsP1f and HBsP4r, the reaction

Group Ⅰ: two hundred children aged 2-<4 years. These
children were considered healthy, with no history of
medical or surgical problems, or risk factors for HBV
infection, except for males who had beencircumcised.
Group Ⅱ: four hundred children aged 4-13 years, some
of whom had past surgical history (circumcision, ton
sillectomy, para-umblical & inguinal herniorraphy).
Group Ⅲ: one hundred sera from healthy adults, whose
age ranged from 20-47 years. This group was without
any history of risk for HBV infection, except that some
females had a history of previous operations, such as
caesarean section, tube dilatation and cervical curettage.
All adults had received the 20 μgm r- HBsAg at a 0, 1,
6 mo interval schedule. The last dose of vaccine in the
90 adult volunteers was administered within theyear
before inclusion in the study, six adults had had their last
dose between one and four years previously, and four
volunteers had had their last dose six years or more prior
to the study. This study did not include another age and
gender matched non-vaccinated subject, as almost all
children had been vaccinated within the MOHP vaccine
schedule.
HBV serological testing
BIO ELISA (BioKit, Barcelona, Spain) HBsAb kits
were used to both quantitatively and qualitatively assess
HBsAb in the 700 post-vaccination serum samples. A
random selection of 360/585 serum samples that were
either negative 82/360 or demonstrated low antibody
titer 287/360 (< 10 mIU/L) together with 41/360 serum
samples with high antibody titer (> 10 mIU/L), were
subsequently screened for HBsAg, using two commercial
kits; one to detect both wild and mutant strains (AxSYM
from ABBOTT), and the other the ELISA Bioelisa for
HBsAg (Bio-Kit, Barcelona, Spain). All serum samples
positive for HBsAg were screened for the detection of
HBcAb (IgG) (Bio-Kit, Barcelona, Spain) and HBeAb
using (Diasorin, S.P.E Italy).
HBV-DNA detection and genotyping by nested multiplex
PCR
Serum DNA was extracted using Kaucner and Stinear 1998
heat shock method[26] . In some cases, DNA was extracted
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Table 1 Percent of positive cases, for HBs antibodies (IgG) by ELISA in the three studied population
Group Ⅰ
Children (2- < 4 years)
N =200

Group Ⅱ
Children (4-13 years)
N =400

Group Ⅲ
Adults (20-47 years)
N =100

Total
No
N =700

Anti-HBs IgG
High +ve samples
(10-99.9 mIU/mL)

n (%)
130 (65)

n (%)
82 (20.5)

n (%)
45 (45)

n (%)
257(36.7)

Low +ve samples
(<10 mIU/mL)

56 (28)

238 (59.5)

34 (34)

328(46.9)

Negative samples
(Non-responders)

14 (7 )

80 (20 )

21 (21 )

115 (16.4)

186 (93)

320 (80)

79 (79)

585 (83.6)

Total positive samples

mixture consists of 5 µL of extracted DNA in 50 µL of a
reaction buffer made of 30 pmol of each primer, 10 μmol/
L of each of the four deoxynucleotides, 1 U of AmpliTaq
Gold DNA polymerase, and 5 × PCR buffer containing
25 mol/L MgCl2. The samples were incubated at 95ºC
for 10 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94ºC for 30 sec (de
naturation), 60ºC for 1 min (annealing), 72ºC for 1 min
(extension), followed by further extension at 72ºC for 10
min. The second round PCR was done in the same way as
the first round, using HBsP2f and HBsP4r primers. To
confirm the obtained genotype, and to determine the existence of any mutations, DNA sequencing of the S gene
product was conducted using BigDye terminator technol
ogy and an ABI 377 fluorescent automated sequencer.
DNA sequence was manually edited, using the software
program Bioedit v7.0.5[28]. Sequence comparisons of the
obtained Egyptian strain (a positive control chronic hepatitis patient EGYAZC P1P2P4 bankit 1229997 GQ25310e) were made using the program Clustal X[29] and HBV
gene sequences retrieved from the Gene Bank: HBV geno
typeE (AB183AB274977, LAGOS558AJ604967, CAR194AM494753, X75657, EU239226 PW6, 235-01DQ060830, MAL136AJ604992, CMR936 AB194948)[30] and
HBV genotype A X75669, HBV genotype B X75660,
HBV genotype C X75656, HBV genotype F X75658[23].
In addition, alignment of 87 nucleotide sequence ob
tained from preS1 genes from Egyptian HBV isolate (a
sample from a vaccinated child EGYAZV B2 265R) and
Gene Bank strains as indicated: HBV genotype E PW6
EU239226[31], HBV genotype A DQ788725[32], HBV genotype B FM211366[33], HBV genotype Cx75656 and HBV
genotype D x75658[23] was done, and Phylogenetic analysis
and distance calculations for molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using MEGA version 3.1[34]. Phylogenies were constructed using the Neighbor-joining method
and substitutions were modeled using the Kimura 2-parameter model, and phylogenetic analysis of selected sequences based onPreS1 and S fragments was done according to
Felsetien(1988)[35].

ent in inducing HBsAb immune response, which may, in
turn, be efficient in controlling HBV infection in children
and adults ( ≥ 10 mIU/mL), as 93% and 80% of children
aged 2- < 4 years, 4-13 years respectively, and 79% adults
acquired protective HBsAb. Having low HBsAb titre (less
than 10 mIU/mL) were 28%, 59.5% and 34% in the
three studied groups respectively (Table 1).
Breakthrough HBV infection in vaccinated children and
adults
The infection determined by detection of HBsAg by Bio
ELISA test was 2.5% vs 11.39% by AxSYM. Active HBV
replication by DNA amplification procedures was 6.11%,
and other serological markers of infectivity were HBcAb
(IgG) 1.38% and HBeAb 0.83% (Tables 2, 3) respectively.
Among serum samples from children aged 2- < 4 years
old, 65% had a high HBsAb titer, 28% had low titer, and 7
% did not have detectable HBsAb. The majority of these
children had no markers of HBV infection by BioELISA
test for HBsAg. Only 5/55 (9.09%) were infected as deter
mined by detection of the HBsAg by AxSYM (Tables 1-3).
In contrast, only 20.5% of children aged 4-13 years
had a high HBsAb titer, 59.5% had a low HBsAb titer, and
20% did not have detectable HBsAb. Screening for HBV
infection in this age group revealed that 2.04% and 12.24%
were positive for HBsAg by BioELISA and AxSYM respectively. It was noticed that 7.14%, 9.55% and 20.75% of
high, low and undetectable HBsAb were positive for HBsAg, 7.34% (2.25% in low HBsAb and 26.4% in undetectable HBsAb) for HBV-DNA, 0.81% for HBcAb and 0.4%
for HBeAb (Tables 1-3).
Finally, within the adult age group 45% of the serum
samples had a high antibody titer, 34% of samples had
a low antibody titer and 21% were negative. In this age
group, 6.66% and 11.66% were positive for HBsAg by
ELISA and AxSYM, respectively, 5% were positive for
HBcAb, and 3.33% were positive for HBeAb; HBVDNA was detected in 6.66% of the serum samples
(Tables 1-3).
On examining 41 high HBsAb positive samples, regardless of the assay, they were negative for all markers tested,
except for one sample which was positive for HBsAg by
AxSYM assay (Table 2 )
Out of 22 cases positive for HBV DNA; 4 cases of
group Ⅲ who were also HBsAg positive by both methods,

RESULTS
Egyptian children and adults’ immune response to
r-HBsAg vaccination
The r-HBsAg vaccine used in Egypt appears to be effici-
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Table 2 Frequency of HBs antigen by ELISA and AxSYM among r-HBsAg vaccine responders and non responders
Anti-HBs IgG antibody level

Group Ⅰ Children
(2-<4 years)

Samples tested

Low
Negative
High
Low
Negative
High
Low
Negative
High

Group Ⅱ Children
(4-13 years)
Group Ⅲ Adults
(20-47 years)
Total

HBs Ag
(ELISA)

(AxSYM)

n

Positive n (%)

Positive n ( %)

27
8
20
178
53
14
32
21
7
360

0
0
0
4 (2.25)
1 (1.88)
0
2 (6.25)
2 (9.52)
0
9 (2.5)

2 (7.4)
3 (37.5)
0
17 (9.55)
11 (20.8)
1a (7.14)
2 (6.25)
5 (23.8)
0
41b (11.39)

a

Examination of 41 high anti-HBs IgG antibodies serum samples demonstrated that all markers tested were negative, except for one sample that was
positive for HBsAg by AxSYM; bThe number of positive samples for HBs antigen were 41 samples by AxSYM in comparison with 9 samples.

Table 3 Frequency of HBV-DNA by nested Multiplex PCR, HBc and HBe anti bodies among r-HBsAg vaccine responders and non
responders
Age group
Group I Children
(2-<4 years)
Group II Children
(4-13 years)
Group III Adults
(20-47 years)

anti-HBs IgG level

Number of serum samples
Tested

HBV-DNA by nested
Multiplex PCR n (%)

HBc antibody
IgG n (%)

HBe IgG antibody
n (%)

Low
Negative
High
Low
Negative
High
Low
Negative
High

27
8
20
178
53
14
32
21
7
360

0
0
0
4 (2.5)
14 (26.4)
0
2a (6.25)
2a (9.52)
0
22 (6.11)

0
0
0
2 (1.2)
1 (1.9)
0
1 (3.1)
1 (4.8)
0
5 (1.38)

0
0
0
0
1 (1.9)
0
1 (3.1)
1 (4.8)
0
3 (0.83)

Total
a

These four +ve sera are also +ve for HBs antigen &HBcAb detected by ELISA.

and 18 cases of group Ⅱ ( 5 of them were HBsAg
positive by BioELISA 11 by AxYM and two were HBcAb
positive), while 12 participants had HBV-DNA as the
only marker for HBV infection. Considering HBV-DNA
detection by nmPCR as a reference test, it was found
that BioELISA specificity (100%), BioELISA sensitivity
(96.29%), AxYM specificity (50%), AxYM sensitivity
(96.65%).

EGYAZC P1P2P4 and HBV/E gene sequences retrieved
from the Gene Bank revealed only five nucleotide sequence differences (No 186, 201, 473, 515, 521) between them.
The closest sequence was from CMR936 AB194948 (Figure 1). Furthermore, alignments of 87 nucleotide sequence (genome position: ~ 3048- 3135) obtained from preS1
genes from Egyptian HBV isolate (a sample from a vaccinated child) EGYAZV B2 265R and the Gene Bank
strains indicated that there is 100 % similarity with HBV
genotype E PW6 EU239226 (Figure 2).

Genotyping and sequencing of the S gene
In all the HBV-DNA positive samples, genotype E
positive control and samples were detected at 167bp
specific for type E. The result was confirmed by DNA
sequencing in the available PCR products (Figure 1 and
2). A correlation between HBsAg detection by BioELISA
and HBV genotyping by nm PCR revealed that all
samples positive by BioELISA (9 samples) and the 11
samples positive by AxYM were also positive by nm PCR.
HBV DNA was detected in 12 samples that were HBsAg
negative by both techniques.
It was also found that tested subjects, either HBsAb
positive or negative, were infected with the same genotype.
Sequence comparisons of 565 nucleotide (genome position: ~155-720) obtained from HBV S- gene from Egyptian strain (a positive control chronic hepatitis patient)
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DISCUSSION
Evaluation of r- HBsAg vaccination in Egypt
Studies on vaccinated children during infancy and early
childhood in countries with a high endemicity of chronic
HBV infectionhave shown that more than 50% of partici
pants had measurable anti-HBs levels of at least 10 mIU/
L from 4 to 10 years after vaccination[36,37].
The main finding in this study was that 93% of chil
dren aged 2- < 4 years had responded to the vaccine,
compared with 80% of children aged 4-13 years, and
79% of adults. In the present study, adults had a higher
rate of high-titre antibodies (45%) than children (age
4-13 years) (20.5%), because the last vaccine dose in 90
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Figure 1 Phylogenetic analysis between 560
nucleotide sequence of an Egyptian strain (a
positive control chronic hepatitis patient) EGYAZC P1P2P4 (bankit1229997 GQ253108) and
HBV/E gene sequences and HBV genotype A,
HBV genotype, HBV genotype C, HBV genotype
F retrieved from gene bank revealed that the
closest sequence was from HBV/E gene sequences CMR936 AB194948.

AB183 AB274977
LAGOS558 AJ604987
CAR194 AM494753
HBV genotypeE X75657
PW6 EU239226
235-01 DQ060830
MAI136 AJ604992
CMR936 AB194948

100

EGYASZC P1P2P4
NIE024 AF323627
HBV genotyprD X75662
HBV genotypeA X75669
HBV genotypeB X75660
HBV genotypeC X75656
HBV genotypeF X75658

0.005

EU239226 PW6 genotypeE
100
92

B2 265R
X75658 genotypeD

61

X75658 genotypeC

Figure 2 Phylogenetic analysis between 87 nucleo
tide sequence obtained from preS1 genes from Egyptian HBV isolate (a sample from a vaccinated child)
EGYAZV B2 265R and gene bank strains indicated
that there is 100% similarity with HBV genotype E
PW6 EU239226.

DQ788725 genotypeA
FM211366 genotypeB
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B2-265R TTCGGGTTTTTCGGTTCACTCCCCCACACGGAGGCCTTTTGGGGgGGAGCCCTCAGGgTCAAGGCATttTAAAAACATTGCCAGCAAATCCGCCTCCAGA
B2-+veR
B2-269R

FIgure 3 Alignment between the three of our samples (265, 269, +ve control) amplification PCR product there were 100% alignment they were all of the
same type.

adult volunteers was administered within a year before
their inclusion in the study, six adults had their last dose
between one and four years previously, and four volun
teers had had their last dose six years or greater prior to
the study. However, the children had received their doses
since their birth, consequently they had had the vaccine
administered between the ages of 4 to 13 years. It is well
known that HBsAb level declines by time. The percentage
of undetectable HBsAb level was lowest (7%) in 2- < 4
years old vaccinees, and rose to 20% and 21% as the age
of the vacinee increased by the time of vaccination. This
is comparable to McMahon et al, 2005[38] who found HB
sAb response in 89% of the study population with 19%
between 2 and 9.9 mIU/L and 70% had levels greater
than 10 mIU/L. In the current study, 83.6% had detect
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able HBsAb, but only 36.7% of them had levels of ≥ 10
mIU/L. In the study of Zanetti et al, 2005[39], more than
60% of children and nearly 90% of recruits maintained
protective HBsAb, and recorded undetectable concentra
tions in about 9% of children and 4% of recruits and
detectable amounts lower than 10 mIU/L in 27% and
7% respectively, more than 10 years after vaccination. In
Egypt, El-Sawy and Mohamed (1999)[40] tested the postvaccination seroprotection rate in sera collected during
one month (93.3%) and 5 years (53.3%). In Taiwan, the
HBsAb was detected post- vaccination in 100% of 2 yearolds, and in 75% of 6 year old children[41]. In a study from
Taiwan, they noted that a single dose of vaccine boosted
the immune response in almost all individuals. The results
led to the suggestion that booster doses may be necessary
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in seronegative subjects for at least 15 years after neona
tal immunization. They believed that this applies to both
hyper-endemic and low endemic areas of the world[42].

they had been subsequently infected with the hepatitis B
virus.
Considering viraemia, in the present study, 22 (6.11%)
of all participants were positive for HBV DNA; 4 cases
of group Ⅲ were HBsAg positive by both methods, and
18 cases of group Ⅱ ( 5 of them were HBsAg positive by
BioELISA 11 by AxYM and two were HBcAb positive),
so 12 participants had occult HBV infection. Similarly, McMahon et al (2005)[38] found that all detected cases of HBV
DNA were HBsAb negative. In China, a higher result of
HBV viraemia (36% of the vaccinated one year old children) was reported[57].
In the current study, HBV-DNA/HBsAg positive children may be either born to an HBV-positive mother or infected with an HBV mutant. It was noticed in study of
Karthigesu et al (1999)[58] that vaccinated children may
show serological evidence of breakthrough infections,
particularly if they had a low HBsAb titer. They recorded
that single-point mutation at nucleotide 421 of the S gene
is associated with such breakthrough infections. It was recorded also by Coleman et al (2006)[59] that a child remained both DNA/HBsAg positive for > 12 years, despite
having a protective HBsAb titer against the wild type virus that had a substitution mutation of glycine to arginine
at HBsAg aa position 145.
The HBV genotype E recorded in this study has not
previously been reported in Egypt; the most prevalent
genotype in Mediterranean, Middle East and Egypt is the
genotype D[60,61]. Sequence comparisons of the obtained
Egyptian strain EGYAZC P1P2P4 and HBV/E gene sequences retrieved from the Gene Bank revealed that there
were only five nucleotide sequence differences between
them, the closest sequence was from CMR936 AB194948.
Also alignments of 87 nucleotide sequence obtained from
preS1 genes from the Egyptian HBV isolate EGYAZV
B2 265R and the Gene Bankstrains indicated that there is
a 100% similarity with HBV genotype E PW6 EU239226.
The same conclusion was arrived at by Mulders et al
(2003)[30], who reported that HBV genotype/E has low
sequence diversity throughout the expanses of the HBV/
E crescent, which covers almost 6000 km from Senegal to
Angola. this suggest that it has a short evolutionary history
in humans, and is incompatible with the evolution from the
closest human virus genotype D. Transmission during childhood is supposed to be the most common mode of infection in Africa, and most children infected before the age
of 6 mo become chronic carriers[62]. Early age of infection
and high probability of chronic carrier status results in a
high rate of transmission[63]. It was speculated from this
study that the presence of this genotype in Egypt for the
first time may be due to virus mutation in the “a” determinant that causes this vaccine escape mutant infection.
Similarly, in Argentine they found that HBV genotype E
was detected in two Argentinean sisters; one of them had
been vaccinated against HBV[64].

Breakthrough HBV infection
In the present study, detection of markers of HBV infection in the form of HBsAg was 0% among children aged
2- < 4 years, 2% among children aged 4 -13 years and
6.66% among adults, as established by the ELISA method.
Similarly Alam et al (2007)[43] found in their study that the
frequency of HBV infection in the Pakistani population
was higher in individuals aged from 20-40 years. In the
present study, none of the high HBsAb- positive individuals were positive for HBsAg, supporting a previous observation that an HBsAb titer greater than 10 mIU/mL can
be considered protective[44,45].
Population-based studies of HB immunization after
10-15 years follow-up showed a reduction in chronic HBsAg carrier prevalence from high (8% or greater) to low (<
2%) endemicity in immunized cohorts of infants[46]. The
current results are comparable to the Shatat et al (2000)[47]
study in Alexandria, Egypt, in which only one child out of
184 vaccinated 5 year old children who had received the
full course of EPI r- vaccine was HBsAg positive, while ElSawy and Mohamed (1999)[40] did not find HBsAg positive
sera among 180 children with a one month to 5 year time
lapse since their last dose of vaccination.Moreover, in a serosurvey in Alexandria, Reda et al (2003)[48] revealed that the
number of HBsAg carriers is significantly lower among the
vaccinated (0.8%), compared to the unvaccinated in 6 year
old children (2.2%). All these findings, as well as the present study reflect the impact of HB vaccination in lowering
the HBsAg carriage rate in Egypt, but it also raises several
questions. Is the time schedule for the 2nd and 3rd dose of
r- HB vaccine appropriate? How frequent is post- vaccination breakthrough HBV infection, and which genotype is
associated with it?
The same observations have been recorded all over the
world, in Gambia[49], in Taiwan[50], in Indonesia[51], in Senegal[52], in a hyper-endemic area in Southern Italy[53], in Chinese children[54] and in Saudi Arabia[55]. However, the current results have revealed a decrease in the titer of HBsAb
as subjects grow older, associated with an increased probability of becoming infected over time. A higher rate of
HBV-positive cases was observed among the non-responders, when compared to subjects who mounted an elevated level of anti-HBs IgG antibodies.
By comparison, the current results showed that the
AxSYM system yielded significantly more positive results
than the ELISA test with respect to the detection of
HBsAg 11.39% by AxSYM in comparison to 2.5% by
ELISA. This finding may be due to the emergence of
mutant HBV that could not be detected by ELISA or
false positive AxSYM results as noted previously[56].
It was found that 1.38% of the studied groups had
HBcAb, and 0.83% had HBeAb. Since serological data
were not obtained either before or after vaccination, it is
impossible to conclude whether these individuals were
already infected at the time of vaccination or whether
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Conclusions and recommendations
HBV breakthrough infection was induced by a novel HBV
genotype (E) with respect to that reported in Egypt (geno-
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type D). The Hepatitis-B vaccine appears to be efficient
in controlling HBV infection in children and adults. It was
noticed that the HBsAb level decreases by age, with increased liability to get infected, and that those with undetectable HBsAb also had a higher rate of infection. Further
studies are needed to evaluate the spread of this genotype
in Egypt. Furthermore, the need for and timing of a booster dose should be studied (by whom and when?).
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Abstract

Mitchell R, McDermid J, Ma MM, Chik CL. MELD score, insulinlike growth factor 1 and cytokines on bone density in end-stage
liver disease. World J Hepatol 2011; 3(6): 157-163 Available
from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/full/v3/i6/157.
htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4254/wjh.v3.i6.157

AIM: To determine the contributions of insulin-like grow
th factor 1 (IGF-1), cytokines and liver disease severity
to bone mineral density in patients pre-transplantation.
METHODS: Serum IGF-1, tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNFα) and interleukin 6 (IL-6) were measured and the
Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score calculated in 121 adult patients referred to a single centre for
liver transplantation. Bone mineral density (BMD) of the
lumbar spine and femoral neck were assessed via dual
energy X-ray absorptiometry. Demographics, liver disease etiology, medication use and relevant biochemistry
were recorded.

INTRODUCTION
Low bone mineral density (BMD) is a known complication
of chronic liver disease[1,2], demonstrated in diverse etiologies, including cholestasis[3,4], alcohol[5-7] and viral hepatitis[8,9]. However, the mechanism by which chronic liver disease mediates bone loss is not clearly defined and is likely
to be multifactorial.

RESULTS: A total of 117 subjects were included, with
low BMD seen in 68.6%, irrespective of disease etiol-
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Declining serum insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1)
has been shown to play a role in the pathogenesis of bone
loss in elderly normal subjects[10,11] and in males with idiopathic osteoporosis[12,13]. While known to decline in hepatic
disease, correlating with the degree of dysfunction[14,15], the
contribution of reduced IGF-1 to bone loss is controversial in this population. A positive correlation between
IGF-1 and BMD has been reported in males with viral
cirrhosis[8,9] but refuted in subjects with early hepatic disease[16]. Its role in the pathogenesis of hepatic osteopenia in
advanced liver failure has not been ascertained.
Elevated levels of serum cytokines, including tumor
necrosis factor-α (TNFα), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and interleukin-1, are seen in liver disease from both alcohol[17,18] and
viral hepatitis[9,19], with levels shown to correlate with disease severity[19,20]. In the general population, TNF is known to
stimulate formation and activity of osteoclasts, with a resultant increase in bone resorption[21,22]. A recent study
supports the role of soluble TNF receptor p55 (sTNFR55), a marker of TNF function, in mediating bone loss in
males with viral cirrhosis[9]. However, little is known about
the contribution of TNFα to hepatic osteopenia in other
groups, including females and non-viral disease. IL-6 is
also involved in bone remodeling through stimulation of
osteoclast formation and, in conjunction with IL-1, stimulation of bone resorption[23,24]. Its contribution to bone loss
in end-stage liver disease has not been determined.
Finally, the Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score has been prospectively developed and validated
to predict the severity of chronic liver disease[25] and has
been adopted by United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) as the basis for cadaveric liver allocation. It is being
considered for adoption in many other transplant programs worldwide. Despite its increasing utility, to our knowledge, only one study has examined the relationship between
the MELD score and bone density and it was limited to
primary sclerosing cholangitis[26]. The ability of the MELD
score to predict low bone density in advanced liver failure
warrants further study.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
relationship between advanced chronic liver disease
and low bone density in a pre-transplant population,
examining specifically the roles of serum IGF-1, TNF,
IL-6 and the predictive ability of disease severity reflected
by the MELD score. Other factors known to affect bone
mass, including serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD),
parathyroid hormone (PTH), testosterone and body mass
index (BMI), were included in the analysis.

were excluded because of acute fulminant hepatic failure.
Methods
The etiology of liver failure was determined by bioche
mical, serological and liver biopsy data (where available),
and patients were classified according to disease etiology,
including viral (hepatitis B or C), alcohol, cholestasis [primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) and primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC)] and other (hemochromatosis, Wilson’s disease,
alpha-1 anti-trypsin deficiency).
The main explanatory variables of interest included
serum IGF-1, measured via radioimmunoassay (Nichols
Institute Diagnostics Inc., San Juan Capistrano, CA), serum
IL-6 and TNFα, measured via chemiluminesence (Diagnostic Products Corp., Los Angeles, CA) and MELD score,
calculated using an internet-based calculator (http://www.
mayoclinic.org/gi-rst/mayomodel7.html). Serum bilirubin,
INR and creatinine were used in the calculation.
The covariates included in the analysis were those that
may influence BMD, including age, gender, body mass
index (BMI)(based upon measured height and weight),
smoking status (current vs former or never smoker) and
self-reported fracture history. Data on family history of osteoporosis or maternal hip fracture was not available. Medication use prior to bone densitometry was recorded, including use of osteoporosis therapy (bisphosphonates, raloxifene, calcitonin and hormone replacement therapy), nutritional measures (calcium and/or vitamin D supplementation) and corticosteroids, due to its known deleterious effects on bone. Additional biochemical data included indices
of calcium and vitamin D metabolism (serum calcium, albumin, 25OHD, PTH), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) and gonadal function (total testosterone in males only).
24-hour urine for N-telopeptides (NTx) was measured via
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (Diagnostic Products Corp., Los Angeles, CA), serving as a marker of bone
turnover. Biochemical and clinical data measured closest to
the time of bone densitometry were used in the analysis.
The outcome variable was BMD of the lumbar spine
(L1-L4) and femoral neck, measured via dual energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) (Hologic QDR1000, Hologic Inc,
Waltham, MA) using standard protocols. Vertebral BMD
were standardized using the Hologic reference database;
hip BMD values were standardized using the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Study Ⅲ (NHANES
Ⅲ) database. BMD values were expressed as the T-score,
the number of standard deviations of the patients’ BMD
from the mean peak value for a reference population of
the same race and gender. According to World Health Organization criteria, osteopenia was defined as a T-score between -1.0 and -2.5 and osteoporosis as a T-score less than
-2.5[27]. Abnormal BMD was defined as a T-score less than
-1.0 at either site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The study was conducted according to the Declaration of
Helsinki and approved by the University of Alberta Health
Research Ethics Board. A total of 121 adult patients were
evaluated for orthotopic liver transplantation at the University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, between 1998 and
2000. 117 subjects were included in the analysis; 4 subjects
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Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS for Windows, version 14.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). All results were
expressed as the mean ± SD unless indicated
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Table 1 Patient demographics and biochemical data
Variable

n = 117

Age in years

50.4 (10.5)

Male gender - no. (%)

74 (63%)

Table 2 Clinical and Biochemical Data by Etiology of
Cirrhosis. Mean Value (SD)
Variable

Etiology of liver disease - no. (%)

Viral

Alcohol

Cholestasis

Other

n = 46

n = 20

n = 25

n = 26

BMI (kg/m2)

25.4 (5.1)

24.4 (5.3)

23.3 (3.2)

25.8 (5.9)

MELD score

15.1 (6.14) 16.2 (6.14) 14.2 (5.06) 15.6 (6.51)

Corrected calcium
(nmol/L)

2.39 (0.28) 2.44 (0.21) 2.37 (0.11) 2.41 (0.22)

PTH (ng/L)

2.14 (1.2)a 3.73 (2.7)

25OHD (µg/L)

30.6 (16.1) 34.4 (20.1) 37.0 (20.2) 28.7 (17.0)

Testosterone (nmol/L)

12.7 (11.2) 7.0 (4.5)b

34.5 (47.3) 28.3 (27.1) 45.9 (47.7) 59.5 (79.2)

Viral

46 (39%)

Alcohol

20 (17%)

Cholestasis

25 (21%)

Other

26 (22%)

BMI (kg/m2)

24.8 (5.0)

Current smoking - no. (%)

43 (37%)

History of fracture - no. (%)

10 (9%)

MELD score

15.2 (6.0)

IGF-1 (µg/L)

Calciuma (N 2.1 - 2.6 nmol/L)

2.41 (0.22)

TNFα (ng/L)

16.1 (10.9) 13.7 (6.7)

15.0 (8.4)

13.0 (5.0)

PTH - mean (SD)(N 1.1 - 6.8 ng/L)

2.86 (2.44)

IL-6 (ng/L)

26.7 (72.4) 19.3 (20.7)

7.1 (5.3)

9.9 (12.2)

25 OHD (N 40 - 200 ng/mL)

32.2 (19.5)

Total testosterone (N 10 - 29.5 nmol/L)

12.0 (9.9)

54.9 (38.0) 69.3 (25.2) 56.5 (41.6) 53.7 (36.2)

IGF-1 (ng/mL) (N, age and sex dependent)

41.3 (54.0)

UNTx (nmol BCE/
mmol creatinine)

TNFα (N < 8.1 pg/mL)

14.8 (8.7)

IL-6 (N < 9.7 pg/mL)

17.1 (46.2)

UNTx (N < 81 nmol BCE/ mmol creatinine)

57.3 (36.4)

15.7 (7.4)

3.48 (3.9)
12.2 (11.5)

a

PTH significantly lower in viral group than in alcohol and other (P < 0.05);
Testosterone significantly lower in alcohol group than in cholestasis (P <
0.05). BCE: bone collagen equivalents; PTH: Parathyroid hormone; BMI:
Body mass index; 25OHD: 25-hydroxyvitamin D; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth
factor-1; TNFα: Tumor necrosis factor-α; IL-6: Interleukin-6.
b

a

Corrected calcium presented; Values are presented as mean (SD) unless
indicated otherwise, N: normal range. BCE: bone collagen equivalents;
PTH: Parathyroid hormone; BMI: Body mass index; 25OHD: 25-hydro
xyvitamin D; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor-1; TNFα: Tumor necrosis
factor-α; IL-6: Interleukin-6

with viral disease were current smokers (P < 0.001) (data
not shown). PTH was significantly lower in the viral group
(P = 0.015), while total testosterone was significantly
lower in males with alcohol-induced disease than in those
with cholestasis (P = 0.027)(Table 2). No other significant
differences were seen between disease groups.

otherwise. Subjects were grouped by etiology of liver
disease, with continuous variables compared via one-way
ANOVA with post-hoc testing, and dichotomous variables
via χ2 testing. Where variables were non-normally distributed, data were transformed (IGF-1, IL-6). Subjects
were then grouped by severity of bone disease (normal,
osteopenia and osteoporosis), comparing groups by oneway ANOVA. Univariate regression (correlation) was performed with Pearson standard linear regression analysis
(normal distribution) or the Spearman test (non-normal
distribution) to assess the association and prediction of
BMD by continuous variables. Multivariable linear regression was then completed to adjust for the influence of
covariates on the relationship between IGF-1, serum
cytokines and disease severity on bone density. Covariates
of clinical and statistical significance were included,
including age, gender, BMI, 25OHD, testosterone, IGF-1,
TNFα, IL-6 and MELD score. A P-value less than 0.05
was considered significant.

Prevalence of abnormal bone mineral density
Low BMD was seen in 80 (68.4%) patients, including 55
(47.0%) with osteopenia and 25 (21.4%) with osteoporosis. Low bone density was common at both the lumbar
spine (56.4%) and femoral neck (57.8%). Table 3 summarizes T-scores and prevalence of low BMD by disease etiology. No differences were seen with respect to T-scores and
prevalence of low bone density between liver disease groups.
Relationship between BMD, bone turnover, and variables of interest serum IGF-1
Serum IGF-1 was below that expected for age and gender
in 96/109 (88%) of subjects, including 58/109 (53%) of subjects in whom the level was below the detection limit of
15 µg/L and assigned a value of 15 µg/L (Figure 1). A significant positive correlation was seen between IGF-1 and
bone density at both sites (Table 4). However, when grouped by severity of bone disease (normal vs osteopenia vs osteoporosis), IGF-1 did not significantly differ (Table 5).

RESULTS
Clinical and biochemical data are summarized in Table 1 (all
subjects) and Table 2, where subjects are grouped by etiology of liver disease. The mean age was 50.4 years (range
18-73) and 63.2% of subjects were male. None were receiving treatment for osteoporosis (bisphosphonates, raloxifene, calcitonin or hormone replacement therapy) at the
time of bone densitometry. No significant differences
were seen between disease groups with respect to age or
gender, while a significantly higher number of subjects
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2.83 (1.5)

Serum cytokines
TNFα values exceeded the reference range (< 8.1 pg/L)
in 89/110 (80.9%) subjects in whom values were available
(Figure 1). However, there was no correlation between
TNFα and BMD or bone turnover (Table 4). When only
those with viral cirrhosis were included (data not shown),
the lack of correlation persisted at both BMD sites (Lumbar
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Table 3 T-scores and prevalence of abnormal BMD between disease groups
Viral n = 46

Alcohol n = 20

Cholestasis n = 25

T-score lumbar spine mean (SD)

-1.08 (1.35)

-1.51 (1.35)

-1.43 (1.23)

Other n = 26 P value
-1.30 (1.43)

0.552

T-score femoral neck mean (SD)

-1.11 (1.07)

-1.31 (1.02)

-1.30 (0.81)

-1.03 (1.05)

0.706

Low BMD at 1 or both sites number (%)

31 (67.4%)

13 (65.0%)

18 (72.0%)

18 (69.2%)

0.963

Low BMD lumbar spine number (%)

22 (47.8%)

11 (55.0%)

15 (60.0%)

18 (69.2%)

0.556

Low BMD femoral neck number (%)

26 (56.5%)

12 (60.0%)

15 (60.0%)

14 (53.8%)

0.993

T-score values represent the mean (SD); BMD: Bone marrow density.

Table 5 Clinical and biochemical parameters ranked by
severity of bone loss

Table 4 Correlation between BMD, bone turnover and
variables of interest
Variable

T-score
(lumbar spine)

T-score
(femoral neck)

r Value P Value r Value
BMI
MELD
25OHD
Testosterone
(males only)
IGF-1
TNFα
IL-6
Urine NTx

Urine NTx

P Value

r Value

P Value

0.324a
-0.255a
0.278a
0.13

< 0.001
0.016
0.016
0.273

0.360a
-0.038
0.227a
0.003

< 0.001
0.692
0.003
0.978

-0.249a
0.311a
-0.426a
-0.377a

0.013
0.002
< 0.001
0.003

0.215a
-0.139
-0.137
-0.346a

0.024
0.15
0.19
< 0.001

0.209a
-0.084
-0.073
-0.102

0.029
0.39
0.49
0.319

-0.07
0.07
0.276a

0.5
0.51
0.015

Normal

Osteoporosis

a

22.9 (3.6)

a

P value

BMI

26.8 (5.1)

24.4 (5.1)

MELD

15.5 (5.9)

14.2 (5.7)

16.9 (6.5)

0.006
0.18

25OHD

33.9 (15.7)

33.4 (20.2)

27.9 (15.3)

0.25

Testosterone

11.1 (9.8)

13.7 (10.8)

10.1 (8.3)

0.41

IGF-1

38.3 (35.5)

44.4 (67.5)

39.2 (46.1)

0.86

TNFα

14.3 (10.7)

15.2 (7.6)

14.7 (8.0)

0.89

IL-6

11.8 (12.9)

12.4 (14.0)

15.6 (17.4)

0.64

UNTx

47.2 (27.3)

59.4 (38.7)

70.2 (41.6)b

0.08

Values are presented as mean (SD); aSignificantly lower than in subjects
with normal BMD; bSignificantly higher than UNTx in subjects with normal
BMD (P=0.027) (Using post-hoc test of ANOVA). BMI: Body mass index;
25OHD: 25-hydroxyvitamin D; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor-1; TNFα:
Tumor necrosis factor-α; IL-6: Interleukin-6.

a

Significant at P < 0.05. BMI: Body mass index; 25OHD: 25-hydroxyvitamin
D; IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor-1; TNFα: Tumor necrosis factor-α;
IL-6: Interleukin-6.

spine: r = 0.249, P = 0.102; Femoral neck: r = 0.098, P =
0.526). Additionally, the mean value of TNFα did not differ between subjects with normal vs low BMD (Table 5).
IL-6 values were abnormally elevated above the lab reference range (< 9.7 ng/L) in 27/92 (29.3%) of subjects (Figure 1). Again, there was no significant association between
IL-6 and BMD, although IL-6 did correlate with bone
turnover (Table 4). The mean value of IL-6 did not differ
between subjects with normal and low BMD (Table 5).

with spinal bone density, while there was no association at
the hip (Table 4). As expected, bone turnover was significantly higher in those with osteoporosis compared to those
with normal BMD (Table 4). BMI was significantly lower
in those with low BMD compared to those with normal
BMD (Table 5).
Multivariable linear regression
Variables approaching statistical significance (P < 0.2) in
univariate regression or that are clinically relevant in affecting bone density were included in a multivariate model attempting to predict changes in BMD. Model inclusion variables included age, BMI, MELD score, 25OHD, testosterone, IGF-1, TNF, IL-6 and UNTx. At the lumbar spine, the
model of best fit included BMI, UNTx and IGF-1 as independent predictors of spinal T-score (r = 0.523, adjusted r2
= 0.249, P < 0.01). TNF, IL-6 and MELD score were not
independent predictors. At the hip, BMI, age and 25OHD
remained as independent predictors of bone density (r =
0.502, adjusted r2 = 0.232, P < 0.001). Again, TNF, IL-6
and MELD score were not predictive and at this site, there
was no effect from IGF-1.

MELD Score
A significant inverse correlation was seen between the MELD score and spinal bone density. There was no association at the hip (Table 4). However, when grouped by severity of bone disease, the MELD score did not significantly
differ between groups (Table 5) but a significant positive
correlation was noted between MELD score and bone turnover (Table 4).
Other covariates
In bivariate analysis, a significant positive correlation was
seen between lumbar spine bone density, BMI and vitamin
D status. At the femoral neck, BMI and vitamin D status
again correlated significantly with bone density (Table 4).
Low total testosterone was seen in 43.8% of our male subjects, the prevalence of which did not differ by disease
group. There was no association between testosterone and
BMD, although levels did inversely correlate with bone
turnover (Table 4). Bone turnover was inversely correlated
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DISCUSSION
Patients with end stage liver disease have complex hormonal and cytokine profiles. These changes can affect bone
mineral density. Low BMD was seen in nearly 70% of subjects in a heterogeneous population referred for evalua-
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logy. Given the advanced stage of disease, this is not surprising and is in accordance with previous findings[14,15]. IGF-1
is known to play an important role in bone formation and
in mineralization of bone surface through stimulation of
bone cell proliferation and collagen synthesis[29,30]. Declining levels in hepatic disease would be expected to contribute to reduced bone density. Gallejo-Rojo et al[8,9] reported
a significant association between serum IGF-1 and spinal
bone density in a smaller group of male subjects with viral
cirrhosis. Conversely, Ormarsdottir et al[16] showed no association in male and female subjects with non-viral disease.
However, 78% of these patients were Child-Pugh A and
subjects with viral disease were excluded. Our study expands upon existing literature as the first to report a significant association and independently predictive, albeit
small, role for serum IGF-1 in hepatic osteopenia among
a diverse population with advanced liver disease. Low
serum IGF-1 may play an increasingly prominent role in
the pathogenesis of low bone mass with advancing liver
failure. A longitudinal study design which incorporates
the role of a declining IGF-1 and that of its more stable
IGF binding proteins on its relationship to bone loss may
provide further insight.
Hypogonadism is a risk factor for reduced BMD[31] and
is a known complication of advanced cirrhosis, irrespective of etiology[32,33]. While common in our male subjects,
there was no significant association between total testosterone and BMD, with no difference in levels of testosterone between subjects with and without reduced BMD.
While supporting previous results[9], interpretation is limited by the lack of measurement of free testosterone. Sex
hormone binding globulin is known to increase in advanced cirrhosis[33], elevating total testosterone, whereas it is
unbound testosterone that is available for tissue binding,
including at the bone. We likely under report true hypogonadism and may under represent the importance of bioavailable testosterone levels on bone mass in this population.
To our knowledge, our study is the first to expand upon
the contribution of TNFα to bone loss beyond males with
viral cirrhosis. In this limited population, an inverse correlation was recently reported between bone density and soluble TNF receptor p55 (sTNFRp55), a modulator of the
biological function of TNF[9]. In our expanded population, we failed to detect an association between TNFα
and BMD or bone turnover and levels of TNF did not
differ between those with and without reduced bone density. TNFα is rapidly cleared from circulation and, while
elevated in liver disease, its levels are known to fluctuate
widely[34]. The lack of an apparent role for TNFα elevation
in low BMD in our population may relate to limitations in
its direct quantification. sTNFRp55 is more stable, correlates well with TNFα[35] and may serve as a more accurate
marker in this population. The measurement of this soluble receptor and its ability to predict reduced bone density
in this population warrants further study.
IL-6 has been shown to mediate osteoclastogenesis
through stimulation of osteoclast formation and, in conjunction with IL-1, stimulation of bone resorption[23,24]. In
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Figure 1 Individual IGF-1, TNFα and IL-6 values grouped according to
severity of bone loss. ○ depicts individuals with values within the normal
range and ● depicts individuals with values below (IGF-1) or above (TNFα
and IL-6) the normal range. IGF-1: Insulin-like growth factor-1; TNFα: Tumor
necrosis factor-α; IL-6: Interleukin-6

tion of liver transplantation. Prevalence did not differ by
disease etiology and was common in sites of both trabecular and cortical bone. Serum IGF-1 was subnormal in
nearly 90% of subjects and levels correlated directly with
bone density. When adjusted for potential confounders,
IGF-1 remained predictive of low spinal BMD. Despite
elevated levels of the osteoclastogenic cytokines TNFα
and IL-6, levels failed to correlate with bone density and
were not independently predictive of bone loss. The MELD score was inversely associated with spinal bone density
but lost predictive value when adjusted for potential confounders.
The prevalence of abnormal BMD in our population
with end-stage liver disease is similar to that which has been
previously reported[8,9,28]. Our patients had extremely low
levels of serum IGF-1 which did not differ by disease etio-
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post-menopausal women, serum levels of IL-6 have been
found to predict bone loss[36]. The biological effects of IL-6
are dependent on soluble IL-6 receptors (sIL-6r) and both
IL-6 and sIL-6r are increased in chronic liver disease, correlating with disease severity[37]. However, the contribution of
IL-6 to hepatic osteopenia has not been previously reported. To our knowledge, our study is the first to report a
lack of significant association between serum IL-6 and
BMD. Numerous studies have noted an association between IL-6 polymorphisms and lower BMD in postmenopausal women[38], healthy males[39] and in inflammatory
bowel disease[40]. The lack of significant association in our
study may reflect the importance of gene polymorphisms
and the role of more stable IL-6 receptors in affecting
bone loss.
To date, only one study has previously explored the
association and predictive ability of the MELD score on
metabolic bone disease. Restricted to primary sclerosing
cholangitis and limited by a small sample size and lack of
biochemical measures of vitamin D and gonadal function,
this study revealed no association between MELD score
and spinal bone density[26]. We expand upon the literature
to include larger patient numbers and diverse disease, and
describe a significant inverse association between MELD
score and spinal bone density. However, in multivariate
analysis, this lacks predictive ability. This relationship
may be better examined with a longitudinal study design
whereby progression of hepatic dysfunction is followed
in parallel with changes in bone density. However, it is important to note that as part of a pre-transplant work-up, the
MELD score does not appear to be a useful marker for
the presence or absence of metabolic bone disease.
Limitations to our study include the cross-sectional study design, where examination of causation is not possible.
The absence of accurate data on the gonadal status of
women limits examination of its contribution in female
subjects. Finally, the lack of measurement of more stable
serum cytokine receptors may lead to an under representation of their effects on mediating bone loss.
In conclusion, this study confirms the high prevalence
of low bone density in advanced liver disease, regardless of
underlying disease etiology. The pathogenesis of low BMD
is multifactorial. Low serum IGF-1 is common in all disease groups, is associated with low BMD in both trabecular
and cortical bone, and is a weak but significant predictor of
low spinal bone density. Serum cytokine elevation is common, reflecting advanced hepatic disease, but levels do not
predict the presence or absence of bone disease. While
the MELD score is a useful predictor of survival in endstage liver disease, it does not appear to serve a predictive
function for the presence of low bone density.

Reduced serum IGF-1 and elevation of interleukin 6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis
factor α (TNF α) are markers of osteopenia in some hepatic disorders. The
MELD score can predict the severity of chronic liver disease and may be a good
predictor of hepatic osteopenia.

Innovations and breakthroughs

Low serum IGF-1 which is common in end-stage liver disease of various etiolo
gies can predict low spinal bone density. Neither serum cytokine elevation nor
MELD score can predict low bone density.

Applications

As part of a pre-transplant work-up, the MELD score does not appear to be a
useful marker for the presence or absence of low BMD. Low serum IGF-1 may
play a prominent role in the pathogenesis of low BMD in end-stage liver disease.
A longitudinal study design may provide further insight.

Terminology

MELD score has been validated to predict the severity of chronic liver disease
and adopted by United Network for Organ Sharing as the basis for cadaveric liver
allocation.

Peer review

The study examines an issue important to the management of pre-transplant
end stage liver disease (ESLD) patients. Post-liver transplant fracture is a very
concerning problem in this patient population and screening patients for hepatic
osteopenia is crucial. The authors have selected pathologically relevant potential
predictors: the MELD score. The study revealed, interestingly and contrary to
presumptions about the MELD score, that the score is not a good predictor of
severity of hepatic osteopenia.
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Abstract
We report a case of 27 year old female patient who
was admitted to the hospital with an acute flare up of
ulcerative colitis. The patient presented with complaints
of persistent abdominal pain and bloody diarrhea
despite aggressive therapy for her ulcerative colitis. A
CT scan of the abdomen on admission revealed hepatic
vein thrombosis, suggesting a diagnosis of Budd-Chiari
syndrome. Significantly, an associated thrombosis of the
inferior mesenteric vein was also detected. Based on
imaging data and clinical assessment, the patient was
started on anticoagulation therapy and an extensive
work-up for hypercoagulability was initiated. Up to the
time of publication, no significant findings suggesting
this patient has an underlying coagulation disorder
have been found. Based on our search of PUBMED,
this report is one of only five reported adult cases
of Budd-Chiari Syndrome associated with ulcerative
colitis in the English literature in living patients without
evidence of a co-existing coagulation disorder. This
case highlights the potential for thrombosis at unusual
sites in ulcerative colitis patients even in the absence of
classical coagulation abnormalities. In addition to the
case presented, we provide a brief review of previously
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INTRODUCTION
Patients with inflammatory bowel disease are at increased
risk for thromboembolic complications. We present the
case of a patient with ulcerative colitis (UC) complicated by
the development of Budd-Chiari Syndrome (BCS) likely
precipitated by an acute flare up of her UC. The incidence
of venous thrombosis in UC was found to be 39% in one
necropsy study[1], but hepatic vein thrombosis and BCS
have been reported only as a rare extra intestinal complication of UC. Very few cases occurring in patients without
an underlying coagulation disorder have been reported in
the literature. In addition to the presentation of our patient,
we review the literature describing the other reported cases
and provide a brief clinical overview and outcome of all
reported adult cases.

CASE REPORT
The patient was a 27 year old woman with a history of UC
(pancolitis) diagnosed six months prior to admission. Her
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disease was not well controlled despite aggressive management including treatment with certolizumab. The patient
presented to the hospital after she had three episodes of
bloody stools on the day of admission. She complained of
diarrhea 12-15 times a day along with some abdominal pain
for two days before admission. In addition, the patient stated she had decreased appetite and had lost six pounds in
two months. She underwent a colonoscopy with biopsy six
months prior to admission at the time of diagnosis of UC
and no evidence of malignancy was detected. On admission, she denied any other symptoms, including fevers,
chills, abdominal distention or mental status changes.
Physical exam on admission revealed an ill appearing
woman with moderate pain but not in distress. She had a
temperature of 98.7 F, a blood pressure of 96/60 mmHg
(baseline for this patient), a pulse of 80 beats per minute
(regular) and a respiratory rate of 16/min with an oxygen
saturation of 99% on room air. Auscultation of the heart
and lungs revealed no detectable abnormalities. Her abdomen was moderately tender to deep palpation but was not
distended. Bowel sounds were present and there was an
absence of rebound tenderness, rigidity or guarding. Her
neurological examination was normal.
Pertinent labs on admission included hemoglobin of
9.2 gm/dL, a serum albumin of 2.3 gm/dL and liver enzy
mes within normal limits. On admission, mesalamine and
Ⅳ steroids were started as initial therapy for the exacerbation of UC. A CT scan of abdomen was performed for
intractable abdominal pain, which revealed hepatic vein
thrombosis, supporting the diagnosis of BCS (Figure 1A);
these findings were not present on a CT scan of the abdo
men performed two months prior to admission (Figure
1B). She was therapeutically anticoagulated with enoxaparin as a bridge to warfarin therapy. The patient’s stool collected on admission tested positive for clostridium difficile
toxin on hospital day 3, which further complicated her
inpatient management and she was started on oral vancomycin therapy. Fortunately, over the course of her stay in
the hospital, the patient’s clinical condition improved and
she was discharged in good health.
Given this unusual presentation, a thorough investigation into other potential causes of this patient’s hypercoagulability was performed which included a bone marrow
biopsy to evaluate for myeloproliferative diseases, as well
as laboratory studies to assess for the presence of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobulinuria, antiphospholipid antibody syndromes, deficiencies of natural anticoagulants (antithrombin Ⅲ, protein C and protein S), Factor Ⅴ Leiden
mutation, prothrombin Ⅱ mutation, hyperhomocysteinemia, and a leukemia and lymphoma screen. No alternate
etiology for the patient’s apparent hypercoagulable state
was identified. Of note, the patient was not on oral contraceptive medications on admission and for at least 7 mo prior
to admission.
A follow up CT scan of the patient’s abdomen two
months later demonstrated a partial resolution of the hepatic vein thrombosis and her hepatic function remains normal (Figure 1C). She is currently in remission for her UC
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Figure 1 Abdominal computed tomography scans of patient at time points
indicated. A: Abdominal computed tomography (CT) scan of the patient on
admission demonstrates clear evidence of hepatic vein thrombosis; B: CT scan
of the abdomen performed two months prior to admission revealed no evidence
of hepatic vein thrombosis; C: Partial resolution of hepatic vein thrombosis two
months after admission and initiation of anticoagulation.

on Certolizumab and will continue on coumadin therapy
indefinitely.

DISCUSSION
BCS is characterized by venous congestion secondary to
processes that interrupt or diminish the normal blood flow
out of the liver[2]. Fatty changes, pericholangitis, sclerosing
cholangitis and cirrhosis are well-recognized hepatic complications of UC but UC as a precipitant of BCS in the absence of other heritable causes has been only rarely reported. Patients with UC are at increased risk for venous thromboembolism at baseline but the risk is eight times higher
during a flare up[3]. UC is also associated with an increased
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risk of arterial thromboembolic events[4]. The incidence of
venous thrombosis in UC was found to be 39% in necropsy
studies[1], but hepatic vein thrombosis is a rare extra intestinal complication of UC. This case report is only one of
five published reports of BCS diagnosed in living adult patients with IBD. In addition to our findings, we briefly summarize all 14 published BCS cases associated with UC and
highlight features of the 12 reported cases published in English, with a focus on adult patients and those with co-exisiting inherited hypercoagulability.
The relative contribution of inherited thrombophilia to
the development of VTE in patients with IBD remains unclear. Solem et al have found the rates of thrombophilic abnormalities among IBD patients in their cohort to be collectively similar to patients without IBD; however, the incidence of specific inherited coagulopathies was found to
be individually uncommon[5]. Moreover, data from a casecontrol analysis published by Spina et al[3] suggest that classical inherited coagulation disorders are less frequent among
IBD patients than age matched and VTE site-matched
controls without IBD. Both of these studies have shown
that the risk of VTE development among IBD patients is
positively associated with both disease extent and activity
(temporal association). Furthermore, as a whole, VTE in
IBD patients occurs earlier in life than in those without
IBD[6,7]. These and other findings support the classification of IBD as an independent risk factor for the development of VTE. However, as noted by previous authors,
the acquisition of non-heritable risk factors for thromboembolic disease among IBD patients, particularly during
acute flare ups is likely contributory. Although limited by
its size, the study by Solem et al also found that UC patients remain at higher risk of venous thromboembolism
even after a proctocolectomy, suggesting the systemic as
opposed to the local origin of thrombophilia[5]. Taken together with other data, this suggests that VTE is a true extraintestinal manifestation of IBD.
More recent analyses have examined in greater depth
whether consistent abnormalities in either the levels or functionality of components of the coagulation cascade can
be detected in patients with IBD (reviewed in[8]). Various
reports have demonstrated abnormalities in select haemostatic pathways in IBD patients including abnormalities of
coagulation[9-13], platelet function[14-17], fibrinolysis[18-20] and
endothelial function[21-23]. However, difficulties with intercomparison between studies and discordant results have
made it challenging to draw firm conclusions. Furthermore, work over the past decade has elucidated functional
links between both innate and adaptive immune function
and coagulation cascades[24-26]. Indeed, IBD-associated alterations in the interaction between the immune system and
coagulation pathways have been explored as a mechanism
of VTE in these patients, as has the effect of nutritional deficiencies[8], which can be common in IBD patients. However, no single underlying abnormality in these interrelationships has been consistently linked to the development
of VTE in IBD patients.
Although the precise mechanism responsible for in-
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creased risk of thromboembolism in patients with IBD remains obscure, several possible mechanisms have been hypothesized to contribute. While patients with IBD are predisposed to VTE even during remission, they appear to be
particularly at risk for VTE during acute flare ups[27]. During
an acute flare up of UC, increased systemic levels of various cytokines and other inflammatory mediators (e.g.
IL-1, 1L-6 and TNF-alpha) can activate pro-inflammatory
signaling in endothelial and immune cells and can modulate coagulation cascades predisposing patients to thrombosis[8]. Furthermore, Vassiliadis et al have proposed that
increased intestinal epithelial permeability during an acute
flare up facilitates bacterial translocation resulting in systemic endotoxinemia, which leads to a lowered threshold
for activation of the coagulation cascade[28]. Notably, several groups have demonstrated that pro-inflammatory cytokines can counteract natural anticoagulant activity leading to a hypercoagulable state[29]. Rosenberg et al and Socha
et al have suggested that loco-regional imbalances of endothelial cell-dependent procoagulant and anticoagulant activity underlies the thrombotic selectivity for some vessels
such as the hepatic veins in cases of BCS[30,31]. However,
given the low number of reported cases of BCS associated with IBD patients, the relevance of these putative mechanisms to cases such as that presented here is difficult to
estimate. Our patient was found to have a concomitant Clostridium difficile-associated enterocolitis at presentation that
we suggest could have caused additional regional proinflammatory signaling and coagulation dysfunction, possibly
explaining the VTE in such a unique site leading to BCS.
We searched PUBMED and found 14 published cases
of BCS coexisting with UC in the English literature (Table
1). One case was reported in German and another in Korean. Four of these reported patients were pediatric patients. Of these published reports, eight describe adult
cases including four patients that were diagnosed based on
necropsy studies. To our knowledge, our patient represents only the fifth reported case of coexisting BCS and
UC reported in living adult patients. Excluding those diagnosed at necropsy, it is notable that three out of four of
the previously reported patients had evidence of a coexisting coagulation disorder; two had polycythemia vera and
one had antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, while the
presence of a coexisiting coagulation disorder in the remaining patient was unknown at publication. Interestingly,
among the 4 reported pediatric patients, only one was found to have a coexisting coagulation disorder upon work-up.
A brief analysis of these patients demonstrates them to be
predominantly female with BCS presenting or diagnosed
during an acute exacerbation of UC. Importantly, those
successfully diagnosed with BCS when alive survived the
acute event in all cases.
Among reported adult patients, Kelsey et al first described a case of coexisting BCS and UC in 1945 during a
necropsy study[32]. The next three reported cases were also
from necropsy studies; one case by Jorgensen in 1958[33]
and two cases by Chesner IM et al in 1986[34]. The first case
of BCS and UC diagnosed in a living patient was reported
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Table 1 Reported cases of Budd-Chiari Syndrome occurring in patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Age (year) Gender

Clinical scenario

Liver function tests

Secondary causes

Outcome

Ref.

33

F

Necropsy study

-

Unknown

Deceased

[32]

22

F

(Active Ulcerative Colitis)
Necropsy study

-

Unknown

Deceased

[33]

35

M

Necropsy study

Elevated AlkP

Unknown

Deceased

[34]

54

F

(Bloody diarrhea)
Necropsy study (vomiting, diarrhea)

Elevated AlkP

Unknown

Deceased

[34]

22
16
40
32
11
? (Gn)

F
M
F
M
F
F

Elevated AST, ALT
Elevated AST, ALT, AlkP
Elevated AlkP
Elevated AST, ALT
Normal
-

[35]
[43]
[36]
[37]
[44]
[45]

F

Unknown
None
Polycythemia vera
Antiphospholipid antibody
Polycythemia vera
Antiphospholipid antibody,
Protein C deficiency
Probable Protein C deficiency

Survived
Survived
Survived
Survived
Survived
Survived

27 (Kn)

Active Ulcerative Colitis
Abdominal pain
Restorative proctocolectomy
Fever asthenia
Jaundice Hepatosplenomegaly
Thrombotic complications, needed
liver transplant
Fever, Vomiting, Hematochezia

Survived

[46]

14
12
33

F
F
F

Bloody diarrhea
Bloody diarrhea
RUQ Abdominal Pain

None
None
Polycythemia vera

Survived
Survived
Survived

[47]
[30]
[28]

Elevated AST;
Normal ALT
Normal
Normal
Normal

Cases are organized by publication date with references (Ref.) listed at far right. RUQ: Right Upper Quadrant; AST: Aspartate Amino Transferase; ALT:
Alanine Amino Transferase; AlkP: Alkaline Phosphatase; Gn: Article written in German; Kn: Article written in Korean.

by Brinson et al in 1988[35]. This patient was a 22 year old
female who had an active flare up of UC and elevated liver
enzymes. Whiteford et al 1999[36] reported the second case
to be diagnosed in a living patient, believed to be secondary to polycythemia that was unmasked after restorative
proctocolectomy. Apparently, this patient’s polycythemia
went initially undetected due IBD-associated chronic blood
loss from her gastrointestinal tract. In 2000, Praderio et al
reported a third adult case in a patient who was found to
have coexisting antiphospholipid antibody syndrome[37]. In
2009, a fourth adult case was reported by Vassiliadis T et al
in a 33 year old female secondary to polycythemia[28]. This
patient required a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt (TIPS) and thereafter was treated with anticoagulants for BCS and corticosteroids for IBD. Our patient will
be the fifth reported adult case, but the first adult patient
presenting without any evidence of classical/inherited coagulation disorder after extensive work-up. Since most of
the cases were female patients it is possible that female gender is an independent risk factor; however, it is difficult to
draw such conclusions based on the limited number of
cases available for analysis.
We postulate that our patient developed a hepatic vein
thrombus secondary to an IBD-associated hypercoagulable
state exacerbated during an acute flare up of UC. The absence of evidence of a detectable thrombus in an abdominal CT scan administered 2 mo prior to admission supports the temporal relationship between thrombus development and acute flare up of her IBD. Although our patient’s serum transaminase levels were not severely elevated
on admission, it is possible that her abdominal pain was,
at least partially, related to early venous congestion associated with the hepatic vein thrombus we discovered when
evaluating for causes of intractable abdominal pain. It is
noteable that our patient responded well to anticoagulation
and that her UC was brought to remission, with both fac-
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tors likely contributing to the resolution of her hepatic vein
thrombus.
It is plausible that other unique factors associated with
our patient’s disease predisposed her to VTE and BCS.
While our patient was found to have Clostridium difficile toxin
positive stool on admission, the precise contribution of this
finding to her development of BCS is difficult to assess.
Many experts believe that Clostridium difficile-associated colitis can precipitate an IBD-flare up; however, whether this
was causative in our patient is not clear. However, our search of the literature revealed no reported relationship between Clostridium difficile-associated colitis and BCS in patients with or without IBD. One could hypothesize the development of Clostridium difficile-associated colitis in our patient exacerbated (or even caused) her IBD flare leading to
an even greater degree of local and systemic inflammation
in our patient, thus putting her at greater risk for VTE and,
more specifically BCS, for reasons discussed above.
The diagnosis of BCS can be made in patients who
sometimes present with abdominal pain, ascites and hepatomegaly or with other findings raising a high level of suspicion in the clinician. The diagnostic modalities that have
been found to be most helpful are Doppler ultrasound[38]
and Computed tomography[39]. Magnetic Resonance Angiography has been shown in a few studies to be more accurate in delineating the hepatic vasculature to more precisely define the location of the obstruction[40]. Nevertheless,
clear cut indications for MRI over CT have not been established. The gold standard for diagnosis is hepatic venography but it is more invasive and is typically performed
when less invasive methods of evaluation are equivocal or
negative. Liver biopsy can be diagnostic in some acute and
subacute cases. One study by Tang TJ et al suggested that
there was no evidence for a relationship between early liver
pathology and survival[41]. However, the Child-Pugh score,
serum ALT levels and evidence of porto-systemic shun-
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ting appear to be prognostic indicators for patients with
BCS[42]. Treatment guidelines for BCS were established in
2009 by the American Association for the Study of Liver
Diseases (AASLD) (www.aasld.org). In summary, anticoagulation should be initiated immediately and continued for
life unless contraindicated. An extensive workup for secondary causes of hypercoagulability should be performed. In
symptomatic patients, percutaneous angiography may be
helpful to look for venous obstruction and stents may be
placed if necessary. TIPS is reserved for those not improving with anticoagulation and who have failed other management strategies. Liver transplantation should be considered for fulminant liver failure or failure to respond to
TIPS. Medical therapy alone is recommended in patients
without evidence of ongoing hepatic necrosis[42].
This case, along with the previous reports outlined above, recapitulates the need for a high level of suspicion for
VTE in patients presenting with IBD.
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INTRODUCTION
Sarcoidosis is a systemic granulomatous disease which
may involve many organs, although the lungs remain the
most frequent and specific localization[1]. An incidence
rate of 71/100 000 and prevalence of 2.0% was reported
in a large recent study performed in black American wo
men[2]. Asymptomatic liver involvement may be present
in up to 95% of the patients and is usually limited to liver
test abnormalities The most common histological lesions
are noncaseating hepatic granulomas[3]. The occurrence
of jaundice in sarcoidosis is rare. Imaging procedures and
liver biopsy are clues to the pathogenesis of jaundice.
Ductopenia associated with sarcoidosis has been reported
in less than 15 cases and can progress to biliary cirrhosis
and liver-related death.

Abstract
Sarcoidosis is a systemic granulomatous disease which
may involve many organs. In approximately 95% of
patients there is liver involvement, with noncaseating
hepatic granulomas occurring in 21 to 99% of patients
with sarcoidosis. Liver involvement is usually asymptomatic and limited to mild to moderate abnormalities
in liver biochemistry. The occurrence of jaundice in
sarcoidosis is rare; extensive imaging procedures and
the examination of liver biopsies permit a precise diagnostic. Ductopenia associated with sarcoidosis has been
reported in less than 20 cases and can lead to biliary cirrhosis and liver- related death. We report here on a case
of ductopenia-related sarcoidosis in which primary biliary
cirrhosis and extrahepatic cholestasis have been carefully excluded. The patient follow up was 8 years. Although ursodesoxycholic acid appears to improve liver bio-
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CASE REPORT
A 54-year-old Caucasian woman was admitted in our hos
pital on June 2nd 1996 with abdominal pain, fever, jaundice,
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Figure 1 Hematoxilin Eosin Safran staining. A: × 40, non caseating granulomas with giant and epithelioid cells associated with periportal fibrosis and lobular
chronic inflammatory cells are seen, as well as moderate steatosis (< 20%) without signs of steatohepatitis. There is no evidence of cirrhosis; B: × 20, distortion of the
normal liver architecture, with bridging and annular fibrosis containing noncaseating granulomas including giant and epithelioid cells with significantly diminution in
number of interlobular bile ducts are seen.

night sweats and weight loss that began in April. She was
born in France and had never left that country. Her medi
cal history was remarkable for obesity (body index: BMI
35kg/m2), arterial hypertension and type 2 diabetes mel
litus treated for several years with metformin(850 mg bid).
In 1988, she underwent a cholecystectomy for (histologi
cally proven) calculus cholecystitis. Liver biopsy was not
performed at that time. There was no history of alcohol
ism, viral hepatitis exposure or blood transfusion. She has
no risk factors for tuberculosis. Physical examination on
admission showed a body temperature of 40°C and moderate scleral icterus. The abdomen was soft, without tender
ness, there was no cutaneous rash, or flitting arthalgia.
There was no hepatomegaly, splenomegaly, ascites or collateral venous circulation. Laboratory values on admission
showed normal complete blood count and C-reactive pro
tein 28, 9 mg/L [N < 10]. Bacteriological examination of
blood, urine and stools was negative. Prothrombin index
was 98%. Results of liver tests were as follows: total bilirubin, 63 µmol/L [N = 5-20](conjugated 50); gamma-glutamyl-transpeptidases, 52 times upper limit of normal (ULN)
[N = 5-45]; alkaline phosphatases, 5 ULN L [N = 30-100
UI/L]; aspartate aminotransferases, 1.1 ULN [N = 6-40];
and alanine aminotransferases, 3 ULN [N = 6-45]. Protidogram showed a mild decrease in albumin levels (36 g/L; 3742) and increased beta-globulins (16 g/L; 5-8); IgM was
below 2 g/L. Stools were beige and the urine dark. Serologic tests for hepatitis A, B and C were negative. Screening
for antinuclear antibodies, anti-smooth muscle antibodies
and antimitochondrial antibodies was negative. The tuber
culin test was mildly positive. Serum angiotensin convert
ing enzyme was elevated, 60 U/mL [N = 20-40]. Abdomi
nal ultrasonography showed homogeneous hepatomegaly
without splenomegaly, ascites, or biliary tract dilatation.
Chest x-ray studies showed no pneumonia, and reveal
ed bilateral hilar adenopathies. Thoracic computed tomo
graphy showed bilateral hilar adenopathies without lobar
or interstitial pneumonia. Abdominal tomodensitometry
showed moderate hepatomegaly without splenomegaly,
no biliary tract dilatation, and no pancretic abnormality.
Biliary tract endosonography did not show biliary tract
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abnormalities but revealed calcified mediastinal aden
opathies. Biliary MRI scans were normal as were upper
gastrointestinal endoscopy and colonoscopy. There was
no improvement in liver biochemistry or physical condi
tion in spite of parenteral administration of antibiotics.
The transbronchial biopsy (June 10th 1996) showed multiple epithelioid granulomas in the bronchial mucosa with
normal pulmonary parenchyma. A large transparietal liver
biopsy with 10 to 12 portal tracts (June 15th 1996) revealed
diffuse noncaseating granulomas including giant and epi
thelioid cells within the portal tracts and within the lob
ules, associated with periportal fibrosis without bridging,
as well as lobular chronic inflammatory cells. These granu
lomas were not aggressive against the bile ducts. There
was moderate pure macrovacuolar steatosis (< 20%) with
out signs of steatohepatitis or cholangitis. There was no
cirrhosis (Figure 1A). The number of bile ducts was sig
nificantly reduced, suggesting ductopenia (between 30 to
50 % of the portal tracts did not contain bile ducts). This
liver histological pattern, associated with the presence of
multiple epithelioid granulomas in the bronchial mucosa,
was compatible with the diagnosis of hepatic sarcoidosis
rather than of primary biliary cirrhosis.
Therapy with an oral steroid (prednisolone), the stan
dard treatment for sarcoidosis, was started at a dose of 0.5
mg/kg per day on June 17th. After one month of treatment, the fever had disappeared and the patient’s condition
had markedly improved. However, the initial abnormali
ties in liver biochemistry persisted. Ursodesoxycholic acid
was added to the treatment on July 15th at a daily dose
of 13 mg/kg, and induced a progressive improvement in
liver function tests (Table 1). Prednisolone treatment was
maintained a 7 mg per day. A subsequent liver biopsy per
formed after 16 mo (January 1998) of ursodiol treatment
revealed noncaseating granulomas including giant and
epithelioid cells, and progressive diminution in the number
of interlobular bile ducts. Marked steatosis (> 50%) was
noted, in part related to a 10 kg increase in body weight. Fi
brosis in portal and periportal areas was present, but there
was no pericellular fibrosis destroying bile ducts, through
bridging and loss of lobular architecture. There was
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Table 1 Clinical course and laboratory Findings after treatment with ursodeoxycholic acid in our patient
Treatment with UDCA

ALP UI/L (N+ 30 - 100) GGT UI/L (N + 5 - 45)

ALT UI/L (N + 6 - 45)

AST UI/L (N + 6 - 40)

Jaundice

1996-07-15

520

1210

150

48

+++

1996-09-24

370

966

89

26

+++

1996-12-23

226

249

29

21

++

1997-02-21

123

215

31

22

0

1997-04-22

113

210

27

43

0

1997-07-08

134

235

26

17

0

1999-04-16

143

258

47

34

0

2000-05-05

103

152

40

29

0

2001-01-10

113

167

35

31

0

2002-12-05

88

170

30

36

0

2003-06-19

92

181

23

29

0

a

a

Degree of change: 0: Absent; ++: Moderate; +++: Marked; N: Value of laboratory; Abbreviations: ALP: Alkaline phosphatase; GGT: Gamma-glutamyl
transpeptidase; ALT: Alanine aminotransferase; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase; UDCA: Ursodeoxycholic acid.

no balloon degeneration or Mallory bodies present. This
process may eventually lead to secondary biliary cirrhosis
(Figure 1B). At final follow up in November 2004, liver
tests were normal, no GP 210 antibodieswere found, and
abdominal ultrasonography showed moderate hepatome
galy.

characteristically affects women of middle age, but sarcoidosis particularly affects black males under 40 years[6]. Hepatomegaly has been reported in 2%-21% of patients with
sarcoidosis[11,12]. These are often incidental findings, but
abdominal pain, dizziness may suggest hepatic involve
ment[13]. The frequency of abnormal findings in liver function tests in patients with sarcoidosis is highly variable,
ranging from 2%-60%[14]. Elevation in alkaline phospha
tase activities is the most common laboratory indicator,
being detected in up to one third of patients[10, 14]. Antimitochondrial antibodies are detected in primary biliary
cirrhosis, but are absent in sarcoidosis[15].
In seronegative primary biliary cirrhosis, anti GP 210
antibodies are found in 47% of patients without anti-mi
tochondrial antibodies[16] but were absent from the serum
of our patient. Absence of anti GP 210 antibodies was
an additional surrogate marker against PBC diagnosis. El
evated serum angiotensin-converting enzyme levels (ob
served in our patient) favoured of the diagnosis of sar
coidosis[17], although elevated levels have been observed
in patients with hepato-cellular diseases of varied aeti
ologies[17,18].
Despite a mild increase in ACE, tuberculosis was exclu
ded by clinical, radiological, pathological data as well as by
the outcome.
Histological features of liver sarcoidosis usually con
sist of well defined and abundant confluent noncaseating
granulomas, predominantly in the portal and periportal
areas, as well as mononuclear cell infiltration, hepatocyte
injury, and foci of fibrosis or cirrhosis[19]. Severe intra
hepatic cholestasis and bile ductopenia only occur in a
subset of patients with advanced disease[4,14]. In a study of
100 patients with sarcoidosis and abnormal liver function
tests, liver biopsies showed cholestasis in 58%, a necroti
coinflammatory process in 41%, and vascular changes in
20% of the patients[3]. In the cholestatic group, 19% of
the patients had bile lesions similar to those of primary
biliary cirrhosis. An additional 13% of the patients had a
dense periductal fibrosis without accompanying inflam
mation, similar to that usually seen in primary sclerosing

DISCUSSION
In this report, the diagnosis of sarcoidosis was supported
by abnormalities found in chest x-ray studies and the pres
ence of multiple noncaseating granulomas in the liver. Di
agnosis of hepatic sarcoidosis with ductopenia was based
on liver histology and normal findingd on biliary tract endosonography and biliary MRI; thereby excluding com
mon bile duct stone or primary sclerosing cholangitis.
Sepsis was unlikely to be the cause of cholestasis since
there was no improvement in liver biochemistry or physi
cal condition despite intravenous antibiotic treatment. The
presence of a systemic disease was confirmed, with bi
lateral hilar adenopathies and bronchial involvement, and
subsequent liver histology showing numerous and welldefined granulomas, suggesting sarcoidosis rather than
primary biliary cirrhosis. The immunological features and
the results of liver biopsy allowed us to exclude primary
biliary cirrhosis,the main possible differential diagnosis.
Sarcoidosis is a multisystem disease of unknown etiol
ogy. The disease, more common in blacks than whites, is
characterized pathologically by diffuse noncaseating granulomatous lesions[1,5]. Usual sites of disease are the lungs
and the mediastinum, although the liver seems to be fre
quently involved[5]. Clinical signs of hepatic involvement
may range from asymptomatic forms to chronic cholesta
sis portal hypertension[6,7,8] and signs of hepatic vein ob
struction (Budd-Chiari syndrome[8]). Jaundice, however is
very rare[9,10].
Hepatic sarcoidosis may resemble primary biliary cir
rhosis, as both diseases can lead to chronic cholestasis and
to biliary cirrhosis. Thus, it may be very difficult to distin
guish between these two entities. Primary biliary cirrhosis
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Table 2 Epidemiological, clinical features and outcome of reported cases with hepatic sarcoidosis and ductopenia
Ref.
[4]

[20]
[21]
[15]
[22]
[23]
[5]

[24]
[25]
[26]
Present case

Age (Year)/Sex/Race

Jaundice

Maximum ALP

Maximun AST

Clinical outcome

29/M/Black
31/M/Black
23/M/Black
20/M/Black
33/M/Black
56/M/White
50/F/Black
46/M/Black
-/M/
62/F/38/F/White
40/M/27/M/Black
28/M/Black
44/M/Black
24/F/Black
52/M/Black
44/M/62/M/54/F/White

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

10 X
14 X
30 X
35 x
30 X
3X
6X
3X
9X
10 X
12 X
10 X
10 X
9X
7X
7X
8X
4X
1, 8 X
5X

1X
5X
13 X
9X
6X
4X
2X
2X
4X
2X
3X
4X
3X
2X
2X
1X
1X
1, 5 X
ND
1X

Died 9 years after diagnosis
Died 11 years after diagnosis
Alive, portal hypertension
Died 10 years after first seen
Died 18 years after first seen
Alive, no symptoms
Alive, portal hypertension
Alive, portal hypertension
Alive, no symptoms
Alive, cirrhosis
Died 26 years after diagnosis
Died 10 years after diagnosis
Alive, portal hypertension
alive, disabled
Alive, well
Alive, well
Died, 4 years after diagnosis
Alive, cirrhosis
Died, 3 years after diagnosis
Alive, cirrhosis

X: Upper limit of normal; ND: Not done; Ref: Reference; AST: Aspartate aminotransferase; ALP: Alkaline phosphatase.

prochlorperazin, organic arsenicals and tolbutamid[28, 29].
Diseases with disappearing bile ducts have a long natu
ral history and hepatocellular failure usually occurs late in
the process. At this stage, hepatic transplantation may give
good results[27,30,31]. Treatment of patients with hepatic
sarcoidosis is difficult to evaluate due to the variable clini
cal course of the disease, the variable timing of therapy
and the possibility of sampling error in flow-up liver bi
opsies[23]. Steroids could improve clinical symptoms, but
Valla et al showed that they were ineffective in improving
liver function tests[6]. In addition, they did not prevent
the development of portal hypertension[6]. Murphy et
al, reported on 2 patients with symptoms of small-duct
sarcoid biliary disease who showed biochemical- but not
histological- improvement under steroid therapy[5]. In our
patient, the clinical symptoms improved, but biochemical
changes persisted despite steroid treatment. When urso
diol was added, a decrease in jaundice and cholestasis were
observed. However, the liver histological findings did not
improve. In end-stage liver sarcoidosis, there orthotopic
liver transplantation is indicated[32], although recurrent sar
coidosis has been reported in such cases[33].

cholangitis. A decreased number of interlobular bile ducts
were noted in 37%[3] of liver specimens. The female gen
der of our patient, the absence of inflammatory bowel
disease , the course of the disease , the normality of Bil
iary MRI and of liver the histological specimens, ruled out
a primary or secondary biliary sclerosing cholangitis in our
patient. The liver biopsy did not show florid lesions of
bile ducts or disruption of the biliary epithelium although
parenchyma granulomas, paucity of bile ducts, and intense
fibrosis did resemble primary sclerosing chlolangitis. The
syndrome of disappearing intrahepatic bile ducts or “duc
topenia” associated with sarcoidosis has, to our knowl
edge, previously been reported in 19 patients[4,5,21-26].
Epidemiological and clinical features of theses cases
are summarized in Table 2. The majority of patients were
black men and their ages ranged from 20 to 62 years.
Jaundice was present in 13 of 19 the patients (70%). Liver
biopsies showed noncaseating granulomas, bile duct de
pletion and cholestasis in all of these patients.
The clinical outcome was poor with death occurring in
9 patients, chronic sequelae consisting of severe liver dis
ease in 6 others, and four patients who were free of symp
toms. In our case, the second liver histological examina
tion showed portal and periportal fibrosis destroying bile
ducts and causing ductopenia, which may lead to second
ary biliary cirrhosis. The intrahepatic bile ducts are open
to several form of attack. The mechanisms of destruction
may be immunological, vascular, infective or chemical[27].
Among possible immunological causes of of destruction
are PBC, graft-versus-host disease and sarcoidosis. PSC is
usually associated with immunological features, but the he
patic histology is not that of an immunological disease[27].
Among possible chemical casues, a variety of therapeutic
drugs have occasionally been associated with bile duct
destruction and loss. These may include chlorpromazine,
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the communication between authors and peers as well as public
reading; (3) Maximization of the benefits of readers: Readers can
read or use, free of charge, high-quality peer-reviewed articles
without any limits, and cite the arguments, viewpoints, concepts,
theories, methods, results, conclusion or facts and data of
pertinent literature so as to validate the innovativeness, scientific
and practical values of their own research achievements, thus
ensuring that their articles have novel arguments or viewpoints,
solid evidence and correct conclusion; and (4) Maximization
of the benefits of employees: It is an iron law that a first-class
journal is unable to exist without first-class editors, and only firstclass editors can create a first-class academic journal. We insist on
strengthening our team cultivation and construction so that every
employee, in an open, fair and transparent environment, could
contribute their wisdom to edit and publish high-quality articles,
thereby realizing the maximization of the personal benefits of
editorial board members, authors and readers, and yielding the
greatest social and economic benefits.
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Columns

The columns in the issues of WJH will include: (1) Editorial: To
introduce and comment on major advances and developments
in the field; (2) Frontier: To review representative achievements,
comment on the state of current research, and propose directions
for future research; (3) Topic Highlight: This column consists of
three formats, including (A) 10 invited review articles on a hot
topic, (B) a commentary on common issues of this hot topic, and
(C) a commentary on the 10 individual articles; (4) Observation:
To update the development of old and new questions, highlight
unsolved problems, and provide strategies on how to solve the
questions; (5) Guidelines for Basic Research: To provide guidelines
for basic research; (6) Guidelines for Clinical Practice: To provide
guidelines for clinical diagnosis and treatment; (7) Review: To
review systemically progress and unresolved problems in the field,
comment on the state of current research, and make suggestions
for future work; (8) Original Article: To report innovative and
original findings in hepatology; (9) Brief Article: To briefly
report the novel and innovative findings in hepatology; (10) Case
Report: To report a rare or typical case; (11) Letters to the Editor:
To discuss and make reply to the contributions published in
WJH, or to introduce and comment on a controversial issue of
general interest; (12) Book Reviews: To introduce and comment
on quality monographs of hepatology; and (13) Guidelines: To
introduce consensuses and guidelines reached by international and
national academic authorities worldwide on basic research and
clinical practice in hepatology.
Name of journal
World Journal of Hepatology
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Indexed and Abstracted in
PubMed Central, PubMed, Digital Object Identifer, and Direc
tory of Open Access Journals.
Published by
Baishideng Publishing Group Co., Limited
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Biostatistical editing
Statisital review is performed after peer review. We invite an
expert in Biomedical Statistics from to evaluate the statistical
method used in the paper, including t-test (group or paired
comparisons), chi-squared test, Ridit, probit, logit, regression
(linear, curvilinear, or stepwise), correlation, analysis of variance,
analysis of covariance, etc. The reviewing points include: (1)
Statistical methods should be described when they are used
to verify the results; (2) Whether the statistical techniques are
suitable or correct; (3) Only homogeneous data can be averaged.
Standard deviations are preferred to standard errors. Give the
number of observations and subjects (n). Losses in observations,
such as drop-outs from the study should be reported; (4) Values
such as ED50, LD50, IC50 should have their 95% confidence
limits calculated and compared by weighted probit analysis
(Bliss and Finney); and (5) The word ‘significantly’ should be
replaced by its synonyms (if it indicates extent) or the P value (if
it indicates statistical significance).

If experimental animals were used, the materials and methods
(experimental procedures) section must clearly indicate that
appropriate measures were taken to minimize pain or discomfort,
and details of animal care should be provided.

SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS

Manuscripts should be typed in 1.5 line spacing and 12 pt. Bo
ok Antiqua with ample margins. Number all pages conse
cutively, and start each of the following sections on a new
page: Title Page, Abstract, Introduction, Materials and Me
thods, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgements, References,
Tables, Figures, and Figure Legends. Neither the editors nor
the publisher are responsible for the opinions expressed by
contributors. Manuscripts formally accepted for publication
become the permanent property of Baishideng Publishing
Group Co., Limited, and may not be reproduced by any means,
in whole or in part, without the written permission of both
the authors and the publisher. We reserve the right to copyedit and put onto our website accepted manuscripts. Authors
should follow the relevant guidelines for the care and use
of laboratory animals of their institution or national animal
welfare committee. For the sake of transparency in regard to
the performance and reporting of clinical trials, we endorse
the policy of the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors to refuse to publish papers on clinical trial results if
the trial was not recorded in a publicly-accessible registry at its
outset. The only register now available, to our knowledge, is
http://www. clinicaltrials.gov sponsored by the United States
National Library of Medicine and we encourage all potential
contributors to register with it. However, in the case that other
registers become available you will be duly notified. A letter of
recommendation from each author’s organization should be
provided with the contributed article to ensure the privacy and
secrecy of research is protected.
Authors should retain one copy of the text, tables, ph
otographs and illustrations because rejected manuscripts will
not be returned to the author(s) and the editors will not be
responsible for loss or damage to photographs and illustrations
sustained during mailing.

Conflict-of-interest statement
In the interests of transparency and to help reviewers assess
any potential bias, WJH requires authors of all papers to
declare any competing commercial, personal, political, in
tellectual, or religious interestsin relation to the submitted work.
Referees are also asked to indicate any potential conflict they
might have reviewing a particular paper. Before submitting,
authors are suggested to read “Uniform Requirements for
Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals: Ethical Con
siderations in the Conduct and Reporting of Research: Conflicts
of Interest” from International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE), which is available at: http://www.icmje.org/
ethical_4conflicts.html.
Sample wording: [Name of individual] has received fees for
serving as a speaker, a consultant and an advisory board mem
ber for [names of organizations], and has received research fun
ding from [names of organization]. [Name of individual] is an
employee of [name of organization]. [Name of individual] owns
stocks and shares in [name of organization]. [Name of individual]
owns patent [patent identification and brief description].
Statement of informed consent
Manuscripts should contain a statement to the effect that all
human studies have been reviewed by the appropriate ethics
committee or it should be stated clearly in the text that all persons
gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the study.
Details that might disclose the identity of the subjects under study
should be omitted. Authors should also draw attention to the
Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration
of Helsinki, 1964, as revised in 2004).

Online submissions
Manuscripts should be submitted through the Online Submission System at: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182
office. Authors are highly recommended to consult the
ONLINE INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS (http://www.
wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_20100316080002.htm)
before attempting to submit online. For assistance, authors
encountering problems with the Online Submission System may
send an email describing the problem to wjh@wjgnet.com, or
by telephone: +86-10-59080038. If you submit your manuscript
online, do not make a postal contribution. Repeated online
submission for the same manuscript is strictly prohibited.

Statement of human and animal rights
When reporting the results from experiments, authors should
follow the highest standards and the trial should comform
to Good Clinical Practice (for example, US Food and Drug
Administration Good Clinical Practice in FDA-Regulated
Clinical Trials; UK Medicines Research Council Guidelines
for Good Clinical Practice in Clinical Trials) and/or the World
Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Generally, we
suggest authors follow the lead investigator’s national standard.
If doubt exists whether the research was conducted in accordance
with the above standards, the authors must explain the rationale
for their approach and demonstrate that the institutional review
body explicitly approved the doubtful aspects of the study.
Before submitting, authors should make their study approved
by the relevant research ethics committee or institutional review
board. If human participants were involved, manuscripts must
be accompanied by a statement that the experiments were
undertaken with the understanding and appropriate informed
consent of each. Any personal item or information will not be
published without explicit consents from the involved patients.
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MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION

All contributions should be written in English. All articles must
be submitted using word-processing software. All submissions
must be typed in 1.5 line spacing and 12 pt. Book Antiqua with
ample margins. Style should conform to our house format.
Required information for each of the manuscript sections is as
follows:
Title page
Title: Title should be less than 12 words.
Running title: A short running title of less than 6 words
should be provided.
Authorship: Authorship credit should be in accordance with
the standard proposed by International Committee of Me
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dical Journal Editors, based on (1) substantial contributions
to conception and design, acquisition of data, or analysis and
interpretation of data; (2) drafting the article or revising it
critically for important intellectual content; and (3) final approval
of the version to be published. Authors should meet conditions 1,
2, and 3.

included. Please write the aim as the form of “To investigate/
study/…; MATERIALS AND METHODS (no more than
140 words); RESULTS (no more than 294 words): You should
present P values where appropriate and must provide relevant
data to illustrate how they were obtained, e.g. 6.92 ± 3.86 vs 3.61
± 1.67, P < 0.001; CONCLUSION (no more than 26 words).

Institution: Author names should be given first, then the
complete name of institution, city, province and postcode. For
example, Xu-Chen Zhang, Li-Xin Mei, Department of Pathology,
Chengde Medical College, Chengde 067000, Hebei Province,
China. One author may be represented from two institutions, for
example, George Sgourakis, Department of General, Visceral,
and Transplantation Surgery, Essen 45122, Germany; George
Sgourakis, 2nd Surgical Department, Korgialenio-Benakio Red
Cross Hospital, Athens 15451, Greece

Key words
Please list 5-10 key words, selected mainly from Index Medicus,
which reflect the content of the study.
Text
For articles of these sections, original articles, rapid commu
nication and case reports, the main text should be structured
into the following sections: INTRODUCTION, MATERIALS
AND METHODS, RESULTS and DISCUSSION, and
should include appropriate Figures and Tables. Data should be
presented in the main text or in Figures and Tables, but not in
both. The main text format of these sections, editorial, topic
highlight, case report, letters to the editors, can be found at:
http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_list.htm.

Author contributions: The format of this section should
be: Author contributions: Wang CL and Liang L contributed
equally to this work; Wang CL, Liang L, Fu JF, Zou CC, Hong
F and Wu XM designed the research; Wang CL, Zou CC,
Hong F and Wu XM performed the research; Xue JZ and Lu
JR contributed new reagents/analytic tools; Wang CL, Liang L
and Fu JF analyzed the data; and Wang CL, Liang L and Fu JF
wrote the paper.

Illustrations
Figures should be numbered as 1, 2, 3, etc., and mentioned clearly
in the main text. Provide a brief title for each figure on a separate
page. Detailed legends should not be provided under the figures.
This part should be added into the text where the figures are
applicable. Figures should be either Photoshop or Illustrator
files (in tiff, eps, jpeg formats) at high-resolution. Examples can
be found at: http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/13/4520.
pdf; http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/13/4554.pdf;
http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/13/4891.pdf; http://
www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/13/4986.pdf; http://www.
wjgnet.com/1007-9327/13/4498.pdf. Keeping all elements
compiled is necessary in line-art image. Scale bars should
be used rather than magnification factors, with the length
of the bar defined in the legend rather than on the bar
itself. File names should identify the figure and panel. Avoid
layering type directly over shaded or textured areas. Please use
uniform legends for the same subjects. For example: Figure 1
Pathological changes in atrophic gastritis after treatment. A:...;
B:...; C:...; D:...; E:...; F:...; G: …etc. It is our principle to publish
high resolution-figures for the printed and E-versions.

Supportive foundations: The complete name and number of
supportive foundations should be provided, e.g., Supported by
National Natural Science Foundation of China, No. 30224801
Correspondence to: Only one corresponding address should
be provided. Author names should be given first, then author
title, affiliation, the complete name of institution, city, postcode,
province, country, and email. All the letters in the email should be
in lower case. A space interval should be inserted between country
name and email address. For example, Montgomery Bissell, MD,
Professor of Medicine, Chief, Liver Center, Gastroenterology
Division, University of California, Box 0538, San Francisco, CA
94143, United States. montgomery.bissell@ucsf.edu
Telephone and fax: Telephone and fax should consist of +,
country number, district number and telephone or fax number,
e.g., Telephone: +86-10-85381892 Fax: +86-10-85381893

Tables
Three-line tables should be numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., and mentioned
clearly in the main text. Provide a brief title for each table.
Detailed legends should not be included under tables, but rather
added into the text where applicable. The information should
complement, but not duplicate the text. Use one horizontal line
under the title, a second under column heads, and a third below
the Table, above any footnotes. Vertical and italic lines should be
omitted.

Peer reviewers: All articles received are subject to peer review.
Normally, three experts are invited for each article. Decision for
acceptance is made only when at least two experts recommend
an article for publication. Reviewers for accepted manuscripts
are acknowledged in each manuscript, and reviewers of articles
which were not accepted will be acknowledged at the end of
each issue. To ensure the quality of the articles published in
WJH, reviewers of accepted manuscripts will be announced
by publishing the name, title/position and institution of the
reviewer in the footnote accompanying the printed article. For
example, reviewers: Professor Jing-Yuan Fang, Shanghai Institute
of Digestive Disease, Shanghai, Affiliated Renji Hospital,
Medical Faculty, Shanghai Jiaotong University, Shanghai, China;
Professor Xin-Wei Han, Department of Radiology, The First
Affiliated Hospital, Zhengzhou University, Zhengzhou, Henan
Province, China; and Professor Anren Kuang, Department of
Nuclear Medicine, Huaxi Hospital, Sichuan University, Chengdu,
Sichuan Province, China.

Notes in tables and illustrations
Data that are not statistically significant should not be noted.
a
P < 0.05, bP < 0.01 should be noted (P > 0.05 should not be
noted). If there are other series of P values, cP < 0.05 and dP <
0.01 are used. A third series of P values can be expressed as eP
< 0.05 and fP < 0.01. Other notes in tables or under illustrations
should be expressed as 1F, 2F, 3F; or sometimes as other symbols
with a superscript (Arabic numerals) in the upper left corner. In
a multi-curve illustration, each curve should be labeled with ●, ○,
■, □, ▲, △, etc., in a certain sequence.

Abstract
There are unstructured abstracts (no more than 256 words)
and structured abstracts (no more than 480). The specific re
quirements for structured abstracts are as follows:
An informative, structured abstracts of no more than 480
words should accompany each manuscript. Abstracts for original
contributions should be structured into the following sections.
AIM (no more than 20 words): Only the purpose should be
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symptoms. J Urol 2003; 169: 2257-2261 [PMID: 12771764
DOI:10.1097/01.ju.0000067940.76090.73]
No author given
6 21st century heart solution may have a sting in the tail.
BMJ 2002; 325: 184 [PMID: 12142303 DOI:10.1136/
bmj.325.7357.184]
Volume with supplement
7 Geraud G, Spierings EL, Keywood C. Tolerability and
safety of frovatriptan with short- and long-term use for
treatment of migraine and in comparison with sumatriptan.
Headache 2002; 42 Suppl 2: S93-99 [PMID: 12028325
DOI:10.1046/j.1526-4610.42.s2.7.x]
Issue with no volume
8 Banit DM, Kaufer H, Hartford JM. Intraoperative frozen
section analysis in revision total joint arthroplasty. Clin
Orthop Relat Res 2002; (401): 230-238 [PMID: 12151900
DOI:10.1097/00003086-200208000-00026]
No volume or issue
9 Outreach: Bringing HIV-positive individuals into care.
HRSA Careaction 2002; 1-6 [PMID: 12154804]

REFERENCES

Coding system
The author should number the references in Arabic numerals
according to the citation order in the text. Put reference nu
mbers in square brackets in superscript at the end of citation
content or after the cited author’s name. For citation content
which is part of the narration, the coding number and square
brackets should be typeset normally. For example, “Crohn’
s disease (CD) is associated with increased intestinal per
meability[1,2]”. If references are cited directly in the text, they
should be put together within the text, for example, “From
references[19,22-24], we know that...”
When the authors write the references, please ensure that
the order in text is the same as in the references section, and
also ensure the spelling accuracy of the first author’s name. Do
not list the same citation twice.
PMID and DOI
Pleased provide PubMed citation numbers to the reference
list, e.g. PMID and DOI, which can be found at http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=pubmed and http://www.
crossref.org/SimpleTextQuery/, respectively. The numbers will
be used in E-version of this journal.

Books
Personal author(s)
10 Sherlock S, Dooley J. Diseases of the liver and billiary
system. 9th ed. Oxford: Blackwell Sci Pub, 1993: 258-296
Chapter in a book (list all authors)
11 Lam SK. Academic investigator’s perspectives of medical
treatment for peptic ulcer. In: Swabb EA, Azabo S. Ulcer
disease: investigation and basis for therapy. New York:
Marcel Dekker, 1991: 431-450
Author(s) and editor(s)
12 Breedlove GK, Schorfheide AM. Adolescent pregnancy.
2nd ed. Wieczorek RR, editor. White Plains (NY): March
of Dimes Education Services, 2001: 20-34
Conference proceedings
13 Harnden P, Joffe JK, Jones WG, editors. Germ cell tu
mours V. Proceedings of the 5th Germ cell tumours Con
ference; 2001 Sep 13-15; Leeds, UK. New York: Springer,
2002: 30-56
Conference paper
14 Christensen S, Oppacher F. An analysis of Koza's compu
tational effort statistic for genetic programming. In: Foster
JA, Lutton E, Miller J, Ryan C, Tettamanzi AG, editors.
Genetic programming. EuroGP 2002: Proceedings of the
5th European Conference on Genetic Programming; 2002
Apr 3-5; Kinsdale, Ireland. Berlin: Springer, 2002: 182-191
Electronic journal (list all authors)
15 Morse SS. Factors in the emergence of infectious di
seases. Emerg Infect Dis serial online, 1995-01-03, cited
1996-06-05; 1(1): 24 screens. Available from: URL: http://
www.cdc.gov/ncidod/eid/index.htm
Patent (list all authors)
16 Pagedas AC, inventor; Ancel Surgical R&D Inc., ass
ignee. Flexible endoscopic grasping and cutting device
and positioning tool assembly. United States patent US
20020103498. 2002 Aug 1

Style for journal references
Authors: the name of the first author should be typed in boldfaced letters. The family name of all authors should be typed
with the initial letter capitalized, followed by their abbreviated
first and middle initials. (For example, Lian-Sheng Ma is
abbreviated as Ma LS, Bo-Rong Pan as Pan BR). The title of
the cited article and italicized journal title (journal title should
be in its abbreviated form as shown in PubMed), publication
date, volume number (in black), start page, and end page [PMID:
11819634 DOI: 10.3748/wjg.13.5396].
Style for book references
Authors: the name of the first author should be typed in boldfaced letters. The surname of all authors should be typed with
the initial letter capitalized, followed by their abbreviated middle
and first initials. (For example, Lian-Sheng Ma is abbreviated as
Ma LS, Bo-Rong Pan as Pan BR) Book title. Publication number.
Publication place: Publication press, Year: start page and end page.
Format
Journals
English journal article (list all authors and include the PMID where
applicable)
1 Jung EM, Clevert DA, Schreyer AG, Schmitt S, Rennert J,
Kubale R, Feuerbach S, Jung F. Evaluation of quantitative
contrast harmonic imaging to assess malignancy of liver
tumors: A prospective controlled two-center study. World
J Gastroenterol 2007; 13: 6356-6364 [PMID: 18081224
DOI: 10.3748/wjg.13.6356]
Chinese journal article (list all authors and include the PMID where
applicable)
2 Lin GZ, Wang XZ, Wang P, Lin J, Yang FD. Immunologic
effect of Jianpi Yishen decoction in treatment of Pixudiarrhoea. Shijie Huaren Xiaohua Zazhi 1999; 7: 285-287
In press
3 Tian D, Araki H, Stahl E, Bergelson J, Kreitman M.
Signature of balancing selection in Arabidopsis. Proc Natl
Acad Sci USA 2006; In press
Organization as author
4 Diabetes Prevention Program Research Group. Hy
pertension, insulin, and proinsulin in participants with
impaired glucose tolerance. Hypertension 2002; 40: 679-686
[PMID: 12411462 PMCID:2516377 DOI:10.1161/01.
HYP.0000035706.28494.09]
Both personal authors and an organization as author
5 Vallancien G, Emberton M, Harving N, van Moorselaar
RJ; Alf-One Study Group. Sexual dysfunction in 1,
274 European men suffering from lower urinary tract
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Statistical data
Write as mean ± SD or mean ± SE.
Statistical expression
Express t test as t (in italics), F test as F (in italics), chi square
test as χ2 (in Greek), related coefficient as r (in italics), degree
of freedom as υ (in Greek), sample number as n (in italics),
and probability as P (in italics).
Units
Use SI units. For example: body mass, m (B) = 78 kg; blood
pressure, p (B) = 16.2/12.3 kPa; incubation time, t (incubation) =
96 h, blood glucose concentration, c (glucose) 6.4 ± 2.1 mmol/L;
blood CEA mass concentration, p (CEA) = 8.6 24.5 mg/L; CO2
volume fraction, 50 mL/L CO2, not 5% CO2; likewise for 40 g/L
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formaldehyde, not 10% formalin; and mass fraction, 8 ng/g, etc.
Arabic numerals such as 23, 243, 641 should be read 23 243 641.
The format for how to accurately write common units and
quantums can be found at: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/
g_info_20100107115140.htm.

of WJH. The revised version including manuscript and highresolution image figures (if any) should be copied on a floppy or
compact disk. The author should send the revised manuscript,
along with printed high-resolution color or black and white
photos, copyright transfer letter, and responses to the reviewers
by courier (such as EMS/DHL).

Abbreviations
Standard abbreviations should be defined in the abstract and
on first mention in the text. In general, terms should not be
abbreviated unless they are used repeatedly and the abbreviation
is helpful to the reader. Permissible abbreviations are listed in
Units, Symbols and Abbreviations: A Guide for Biological and
Medical Editors and Authors (Ed. Baron DN, 1988) published
by The Royal Society of Medicine, London. Certain commonly
used abbreviations, such as DNA, RNA, HIV, LD50, PCR,
HBV, ECG, WBC, RBC, CT, ESR, CSF, IgG, ELISA, PBS, ATP,
EDTA, mAb, can be used directly without further explanation.

Editorial Office
World Journal of Hepatology
Editorial Department: Room 903, Building D,
Ocean International Center,
No. 62 Dongsihuan Zhonglu,
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100025, China
Telephone: +86-10-5908-0038
Fax: +86-10-8538-1893
E-mail: wjh@wjgnet.com
http://www.wjgnet.com
Language evaluation
The language of a manuscript will be graded before it is
sent for revision. (1) Grade A: priority publishing; (2) Grade
B: minor language polishing; (3) Grade C: a great deal of
language polishing needed; and (4) Grade D: rejected. Revised
articles should reach Grade A or B.

Italics
Quantities: t time or temperature, c concentration, A area, l
length, m mass, V volume.
Genotypes: gyrA, arg 1, c myc, c fos, etc.
Restriction enzymes: EcoRI, HindI, BamHI, Kbo I, Kpn I, etc.
Biology: H. pylori, E coli, etc.

Copyright assignment form
Please download a Copyright assignment form from http://
www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_20100107114726.htm.

Examples for paper writing
Editorial: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_201003
16080004.htm

Responses to reviewers
Please revise your article according to the comments/suggestions
provided by the reviewers. The format for responses to the
reviewers’ comments can be found at: http://www.wjgnet.
com/1948-5182/g_info_20100107114601.htm.

Frontier: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_20100315103
153.htm
Topic highlight: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_2010
0316080006.htm

Proof of financial support
For paper supported by a foundation, authors should provide
a copy of the document and serial number of the foundation.

Observation: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_2010
0107112630.htm

Links to documents related to the manuscript
WJH will be initiating a platform to promote dynamic interactions
between the editors, peer reviewers, readers and authors. After a
manuscript is published online, links to the PDF version of the
submitted manuscript, the peer-reviewers’ report and the revised
manuscript will be put on-line. Readers can make comments
on the peer reviewer’s report, authors’ responses to peer re
viewers, and the revised manuscript. We hope that authors will
benefit from this feedback and be able to revise the manuscript
accordingly in a timely manner.

Guidelines for basic research: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/
g_info_20100315103748.htm
Guidelines for clinical practice: http://www.wjgnet.com/19485182/g_info_20100315103829.htm
Review: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_20100
107112834.htm
Original articles: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_
20100107113351.htm

Science news releases
Authors of accepted manuscripts are suggested to write a
science news item to promote their articles. The news will be
released rapidly at EurekAlert/AAAS (http://www.eurekalert.
org). The title for news items should be less than 90 characters;
the summary should be less than 75 words; and main body less
than 500 words. Science news items should be lawful, ethical, and
strictly based on your original content with an attractive title and
interesting pictures.

Brief articles: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_20100
315104523.htm
Case report: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_2010010
7113649.htm
Letters to the editor: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/_info_20
100107114003.htm

Publication fee
WJH is an international, peer-reviewed, Open-Access, online
journal. Articles published by this journal are distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial
License, which permits use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited, the use is
non commercial and is otherwise in compliance with the license.
Authors of accepted articles must pay a publication fee. The
related standards are as follows. Publication fee: 1300 USD per
article. Editorial, topic highlights, book reviews and letters to the
editor are published free of charge.

Book reviews: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_2010
0315105017.htm
Guidelines: http://www.wjgnet.com/1948-5182/g_info_2010
0315105107.htm

SUBMISSION OF THE REVISED MANUSCRIPTS
AFTER ACCEPTED
Please revise your article according to the revision policies
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